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© 2004, Attachmate Corporation. All Rights Reserved.

If this document is distributed with software that includes an end user agreement, this
document, as well as the software described in it, is furnished under license and may be used
or copied only in accordance with the terms of such license. Except as permitted by any such
license, no part of this document may be reproduced or transmitted in any form or by any
means (electronic, mechanical, recording, or otherwise) without the prior express written
permission of Attachmate Corporation. The content of this document is protected under
copyright law even if it is not distributed with software that includes an end user license
agreement.

The content of this document is furnished for informational use only, is subject to change
without notice, and should not be construed as a commitment by Attachmate Corporation.
Attachmate Corporation assumes no responsibility or liability for any errors or inaccuracies
that may appear in the informational content contained in this document.

Attachmate, EXTRA!, KEA!, ZIP!, RALLY! and SupportWare are registered trademarks, and
the Attachmate logo, CASL, EXTRA! MCS, EXTRA! Mainframe Server Edition, EXTRA!
Presentation Builder, EXTRA! Terminal Viewers, EXTRA! X-treme, IRMA, NiteApps,
QuickPad, and SupportWeb are trademarks of Attachmate Corporation.

All other trademarks or registered trademarks are the property of their respective owners.

Except as may be expressly stated in this document, any use of non-Attachmate Corporation
trademarks in this document is not intended to represent that the owners of such trademarks
sponsor, are affiliated with, or approve products from Attachmate Corporation.

This product includes software developed by the Apache Software Project
(http://www.apache.org/): Axis © 1999, HTTP Server © 2000, Jakarta-ORO © 2000-2002,
Simple Object Access Protocol (SOAP) © 1999, Tomcat JDK LE © 2000, Tomcat Servlet
Container © 2000, Xalan XSLT Parser © 1999, Xerces XML Parser © 1999, The Apache
Software Project. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are
permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of
conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of
conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials
provided with the distribution.

3. The end-user documentation included with the redistribution, if any, must include the
following acknowledgment:

“This product includes software developed by the Apache Software Foundation
(http://www.apache.org/).”

Alternately, this acknowledgment may appear in the software itself, if and wherever such
third-party acknowledgments normally appear.

4. The names “Apache” and “Apache Software Foundation”, “Xerces”, “Xalan” and
“SOAP” must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this software
without prior written permission. For written permission, please contact
apache@apache.org.

5. Products derived from this software may not be called “Apache”, nor may “Apache”
appear in their name, without prior written permission of the Apache Software
Foundation.



6. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS” AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE APACHE SOFTWARE FOUNDATION OR
ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL,
SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE,
DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON
ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR
TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF
THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.

Portions copyright (c) eHelp Corporation. All rights reserved.

This product includes software developed by Intalio Inc. at www.exolab.org/. Copyright
2000 (C) Intalio Inc. All Rights Reserved. The following license terms apply to Intalio’s
software (which are in addition to the Attachmate Software License Agreement terms that
govern this product).

Redistribution and use of this software and associated documentation (“Software”), with or
without modification, are permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright statements and notices.
Redistributions must also contain a copy of this document.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of
conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials
provided with the distribution.

3. The name “ExoLab” must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
Software without prior written permission of Intalio Inc. For written permission, please
contact info@exolab.org.

4. Products derived from this Software may not be called “Castor” nor may “Castor” appear
in their names without prior written permission of Intalio Inc. Exolab, Castor and Intalio
are trademarks of Intalio Inc.

5. Due credit should be given to the ExoLab Project (<http://www.exolab.org/>).

6. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY INTALIO AND CONTRIBUTORS “AS IS” AND
ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO,
THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL INTALIO OR ITS
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA,
OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE
USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.

Some portions licensed from IBM are available at http://oss.software.ibm.com/icu4j/.



This product includes software developed by the Java Apache Project
http://java.apache.org/.

Copyright (c) 1999 The Java Apache Project. All rights reserved.

Redistribution and use in source and binary forms, with or without modification, are
permitted provided that the following conditions are met:

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of
conditions and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of
conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials
provided with the distribution.

3. All advertising materials mentioning features or use of this software must display the
following acknowledgment:

“This product includes software developed by the Java Apache Project.
<http://java.apache.org/>”.

4. The names “Java Apache Element Construction Set”, “Java Apache ECS” and “Java
Apache Project” must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
software without prior written permission.

5. Products derived from this software may not be called “Java Apache Element
Construction Set” nor “Java Apache ECS” appear in their names without prior written
permission of the Java Apache Project.

6. Redistributions of any form whatsoever must retain the following acknowledgment:

“This product includes software developed by the Java Apache Project.
<http://java.apache.org/>”

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY THE JAVA APACHE PROJECT “AS IS” AND ANY
EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE
IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A
PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE JAVA
APACHE PROJECT OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,
INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR
OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN
IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many individuals on behalf of
the Java Apache Project. For more information on the Java Apache Project please see
<http://java.apache.org/>.

This product includes software developed by the JDOM Project (http://www.jdom.org/). ©
2001 Brett McLaughlin & Jason Hunter. All rights reserved.

1. Redistributions of source code must retain the above copyright notice, this list of
conditions, and the following disclaimer.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of
conditions, and the disclaimer that follows these conditions in the documentation and/or
other materials provided with the distribution.



3. The name “JDOM” must not be used to endorse or promote products derived fro this
software without prior written permission. For written permission, please contact
license@jdom.org.

4. Products derived from this software may not be called “JDOM”, nor may “JDOM” appear
in the name, without prior written permission from the JDOM Project Management
(pm@jdom.org).

5. THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED “AS IS” AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED
WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES
OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE
DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL THE JDOM AUTHORS OR THE PROJECT
CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT, INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL,
EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES (INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED
TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA,
OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION) HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY
THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT
(INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE
USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH
DAMAGE.

This software consists of voluntary contributions made by many individuals on behalf of
the JDOM Project and was originally created by Brett McLaughlin (brett@jdom.org) and
Jason Hunter (jhunter@jdom.org). For more information on the JDOM Project, please see
http://www.jdom.jdom.org/.

This product includes software developed by MetaStuff, Ltd. Copyright 2001 (C) MetaStuff,
Ltd. All Rights Reserved.

1. Redistributions of source code must retain copyright statements and notices.
Redistributions must also contain a copy of this document.

2. Redistributions in binary form must reproduce the above copyright notice, this list of
conditions and the following disclaimer in the documentation and/or other materials
provided with the distribution.

3. The name “DOM4J” must not be used to endorse or promote products derived from this
Software without prior written permission of MetaStuff, Ltd. For written permission,
please contact dom4j-info@metastuff.com.

4. Products derived from this Software may not be called “DOM4J” nor may “DOM4J”
appear in their names without prior written permission of MetaStuff, Ltd. DOM4J is a
registered trademark of MetaStuff, Ltd.

5. Due credit should be given to the DOM4J Project (http://dom4j.org/).

THIS SOFTWARE IS PROVIDED BY METASTUFF, LTD. AND CONTRIBUTORS “AS
IS” AND ANY EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED WARRANTIES, INCLUDING, BUT NOT
LIMITED TO, THE IMPLIED WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABILITY AND FITNESS
FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE ARE DISCLAIMED. IN NO EVENT SHALL
METASTUFF, LTD. OR ITS CONTRIBUTORS BE LIABLE FOR ANY DIRECT,
INDIRECT, INCIDENTAL, SPECIAL, EXEMPLARY, OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
(INCLUDING, BUT NOT LIMITED TO, PROCUREMENT OF SUBSTITUTE GOODS OR
SERVICES; LOSS OF USE, DATA, OR PROFITS; OR BUSINESS INTERRUPTION)
HOWEVER CAUSED AND ON ANY THEORY OF LIABILITY, WHETHER IN
CONTRACT, STRICT LIABILITY, OR TORT (INCLUDING NEGLIGENCE OR
OTHERWISE) ARISING IN ANY WAY OUT OF THE USE OF THIS SOFTWARE, EVEN
IF ADVISED OF THE POSSIBILITY OF SUCH DAMAGE.

Portions (c) 1992-93 Microsoft Corporation. All rights reserved.



Copyright © 1997, 1998 by Microstar Software Ltd.

DISCLAIMER: This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT
ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of merchantability or fitness for a
particular purpose. Please use it AT YOUR OWN RISK.

This product contains certain software from RSA Data Security, Inc.

Portions copyright (c) 1995-2001 Sun Microsystems, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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his guide will help you through the process of preparing to deploy EXTRA! X-treme™
v. 8 to your users using the Microsoft Windows Installer (MSI) technology. The
intended audience for this guide is system administrators who plan to customize
EXTRA! X-treme or who need to make additional files available to their users, as well as

administrators who plan on deploying or maintaining EXTRA!® via Attachmate® Centralized
Management.

Several options are available to you to customize EXTRA! X-treme and its deployment to your
users. This guide explains many of those options and provides step-by-step directions to
follow for each option. If you are not planning to customize EXTRA! or to make additional
files available to your users, refer to Phase III, Deployment, and Phase IV, Maintenance.
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If you plan to customize EXTRA! X-treme, preparing to deploy EXTRA! X-treme 8 is a four-
phase process:

1. Preparation: Install product and utilities to your workstation and prepare EXTRA! for
user installation access. Create or locate settings or client files and preset configuration
settings.

2. Customization: Customize EXTRA! installation.

3. Deployment: Determine and prepare for your deployment method.

4. Maintenance: Maintaining your users’ configurations and installations using File
Synchronization patches.

The following diagram shows the phases and the options you can choose from during the
installation and deployment process.
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This guide is organized into four separate parts that address the four phases (Preparation,
Customization, Deployment, Maintenance), as described in the preceding diagram. Appendix
A, “Using the ExtraLauncher ActiveX Control,” provides information on how to integrate
EXTRA! sessions with portals and other Web pages, and includes numerous samples.
Appendix B, “Scenarios,” describes three typical scenarios, and offers sample solutions for
each.
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efore you can deploy EXTRA! X-treme to your users, you must install EXTRA! X-treme
with the administrator utilities to your workstation or server, create new or locate
existing settings or client files, and if appropriate, prepare EXTRA! X-treme Template

settings for deployment. In Phase I, you will perform the following functions:

• Install EXTRA! X-treme with Administrative Tools to the administrator’s workstation or
server

• Create new settings or client files New Session wizard

• Preset Template settings

• Locate existing user files

• Prepare for installation process

Install EXTRA! X-treme with Administrative Tools to the administrator’s workstation or
server.

���������������������	��������	��	��������	�������	 �	
1. On your administrator workstation or MCS Server, insert the product CD1.

2. Select the Language in which you would like the Installation to be performed.

3. Select the EXTRA! X-treme Administrator’s Edition.

4. Enter the access code for the Administrator’s Edition.

The EXTRA! X-treme Installation wizard opens.

5. Follow the prompts to complete the EXTRA! installation to your workstation.

6. Note the default settings, and Select Custom as the Installation Type so that you can see
which features are installed to your machine by default.

At this point, EXTRA! and the administrative tools are installed to your administrative
machine.

If you have existing settings or client files that you want to make available to your users, note
their location. You will use this information later when you create a new compressed MSI
package (if required) and a transform for modifying your installation during deployment.

In preparation for deployment, you will need to gather files and settings to support your
customization of the EXTRA! X-treme installation. The end goal is to make it possible for your
users to use the product as soon as it is deployed, making as few modifications or custom
settings as possible, if required at all.

There are several new features in EXTRA! X-treme that you should consider for
customization in deployment. Refer to the overviews of each of starting on page 15.

B
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Note: This new feature is browser-launched and browser-managed.

You can integrate EXTRA! X-treme sessions with portals and other Web pages so those
computers that have EXTRA! X-treme installed can access host sessions in a Web-based
environment. There are two ways to add EXTRA! sessions to a portal: one is through a
presentation; the other is through the ActiveX control.

�""�����������������	���������
You can create a default presentation based on a configured session, and then assign that
presentation to users with just a few mouse clicks in MCS. With Presentation Integrator, you
can open that presentation and customize it to include your logo or other resources such as
Terminal Viewers. For details, see the online Help topic, “Adding a Session to a
Presentation.”

Sessions can be made to load within the browser window, or as a separate application
window. Custom scripts integrate fully with the session, enabling you to interact with the
session programmatically.

�����������������"��	�����	���$������
EXTRA! X-treme installs with a small ActiveX control (referred to as the “launcher control”).
If you have an existing portal to which you would like to add a session, you can call this
control from the HTML code in your portal. The control opens EXTRA! X-treme and displays
it in the portal (or, if you choose to do so, opens a new browser window and displays it
there). You can define the basic behavior of this ActiveX control by setting its properties in a
JavaScript added to the code in your Web page.

�%	�
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By using the launcher control’s session property and scripting, you can access the automation
interfaces for EXTRA! X-treme. For example, if the launcher control’s <OBJECT> name is
“launcher,” the following JavaScript sets the session’s connected state to false (disconnects the
session):

launcher.session.Connected(false);

The following JavaScript sends text to the screen:

scrn = launcher.session.Screen();

scrn.SendKeys(“Hello<Enter>”);

A full description of the session object and all of its sub-objects is available in the Help
installed with the EXTRA! X-treme client application in the following location:

install_directory\Attachmate\EXTRA!\ENU\EPC_OLE.HLP

Appendix A, “Using the ExtraLauncher ActiveX Control,” provides further information,
including samples, on integrating EXTRA! sessions with portals and other Web pages.
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When used in conjunction with EXTRA! server-based components, ID Manager enables the
administrator to centrally manage access to host resources (terminal and printer sessions),
and to dynamically allocate these resources based on a user’s name, DNS name, IP address, or
address pool.

To customize this feature for Centralized Management you would want to configure your
sessions for this feature. Following is an example of a TN3270 configuration for this feature.

When creating a new session, or modifying an existing session, you configure the settings for
ID Manager from the Advanced tab of Connection settings:

1. Select Use ID Management and notice that you can now select Configure ID
Management.

2. Select Configure ID Management.
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3. Complete the Configure ID Management box as follows, then choose OK.

Host URL: Type the URL to the MCS ID Manager configured to supply the IDs to the
individual sessions. This will be the same URL used with MCS Centralized Management.
It can be pre-populated using the Custom Installation wizard (see “Customize MCS
Support” in Phase II, Customization).

User Name: Type the user name that was used to login to MCS for authentication. To
allow users to use their Windows login to authenticate to MCS, you can specify Use
Windows Login through the Custom Installation wizard (only if your directory services
have been set in MCS to the Windows Directory Services used by the Network).

Get ID From: Configure based on the way ID Management was set up on your MCS
server.

To give out IDs based on Select

The user name that was used to login to MCS User Name.

The DNS Name of the computer requesting an ID DNS Name.

The IP Address of the computer requesting an ID IP Address.

The pool name entered when this choice is made Named Pool.

Note: If users will be allowed to create new sessions, these settings should be made
in custom files being deployed with an installation, as well as in the template file.
By pre-populating this information, it reduces the number of calls into the help
desk (questions about how to configure this feature), and prevents any
misconfigurations resulting from sessions not connecting, or getting an incorrect
ID.
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Single sign-on via TN3270 Express Logon Feature (ELF) with smart card enables users to
automatically log on to host sessions securely using industry standard smart card solutions to
simplify user authentication and prevent unauthorized captures of passwords over networks.

To customize this feature for Centralized Management you would want to configure your
sessions for this feature. Following is an example of a TN3270 configuration for this feature.
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Encryption

Level of Encryption: SSL V 3.0 is the only choice here, since you are requiring SSL, make
this selection.

Server Authentication

Verify Server Identify: Select to ensure a higher level of security by requiring that the
host name in the client configuration matches the common name in the server’s x.509
security certificate, and that the server’s x509 certificate is verified against the root
certificate database.

If Use Microsoft Security Implementation is not selected, the CA Certificate used to sign
the server certificate must be located in ROOTCAS.CDB.

If Use Microsoft Security Implementation is selected, the CA Certificate used to sign the
server certificate must be located in the Microsoft Certificate Store.

Use Microsoft Security Implementation: When selected, allows use of certifications from
the Microsoft Certificate store, where this has not been supported before.

Client Authentication

Provide Client Identity: This is the ability of a web server to verify who is at the other
end of the browser. The certificate used to authenticate will be included next.

Certificate: Specify client certificate by choosing the Select button.
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Select: Opens the Client Certificate Selection box:

Set up for standard client authentication through a certificate stored on the computer
(select Retrieve Certificate from “My” Store, and then choose OK), or set up for smart
card support (select Retrieve Certificate from Smart Card, select the provider for your
smart card from Cryptographic Service Provider, select your client-side certificate from
Certificate Label, and then choose OK).

�������������.���	����	"���
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Up to this point, we have used a client-side certificate (located either in a certificate store or in
a smart card) to establish an SSL connection to the host. However, each time we have
connected to the mainframe, we have still needed to enter a username and password. With
the use of a single sign-on macro, we can automate the username and password process.

To make smart card single sign-on work, you need to accomplish the following tasks:

1. Authenticate users with a client-side certificate.

2. Store a macro on the client machine to handle single sign-on.

3. For single sign-on without smart cards:

On the mainframe, map the Common Name (CN) in the certificate to the username and
password for the system.

4. For Smart card support:

Enter a false user and password into the macro so that the macro, when it is played back
as a startup macro with a session configured for use with a smart card, will prompt only
for the smart card password.

To do this, when you record a startup macro, press the Username and Password buttons
just prior to entering the Username and Password. This prevents them from being placed
in the macro (the recorder creates a false username and password for you). When the
macro runs, and you enter the password for the card, it accesses your user information
from the RACF database on the host and logs you in.

If users will be allowed to create new sessions, the macros and as many of these settings as
possible should be made in custom files being deployed with an installation, as well as in the
template file. By pre-populating this information, it reduces the number of calls into the help
desk (questions about how to configure this feature) and prevents misconfigurations resulting
from sessions not connecting due to authentication issues.
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A variety of new enhancements have been added to improve end-user productivity,
including Spell Check, Auto Complete, and Auto Expand. These features improve accuracy
and efficiency for users working with host applications. The user interface now includes a
convenient scratchpad for taking notes, and a History list that shows recently visited host
screens. All of these of these features are available in 3270 and 5250, however only the
following advanced productivity features will be available for VT and Tandem terminal
sessions: scratch pad button, macro button, Outlook button for creating a mail message, task,
or contact, or opening a Word document.

To customize this feature for Centralized Management you would want to configure your
sessions for this feature and deploy custom files to support these features.

To configure the sessions, load your standard sessions, then go to Options, Settings.

The check boxes on the General page enable or disable (if cleared) each of the basic
productivity features.

����1���	�������

View Settings

Reset Usage Data: Selecting this option will reset the Keystroke Savings Counter to 0.

Information Privacy Settings: Select to add filters to prevent specific information from being
stored in various locations in the Advanced Productivity features. For example, by setting a
filter of ###-##-#### for Social Security numbers, no number using this format will be shown
in the Scratch Pad, Recent Typing, or Auto Complete. When you select this button, the
following dialog box appears.
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The settings you specify in Information Privacy Settings are saved to a file called
Privacy.xml that can be deployed via the installation.

Pre-configuring the Information Privacy Settings feature can save Total Cost of
Ownership (TCO).

Most of the items on the Spelling page are self-explanatory. However, it is imporant to note
that a custom dictionary can be deployed via installation. (The dictionary that is deployed by
default is default.dic, but it can be changed.)

The dictionary is common to all sessions.

�
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Most of these the items on the Auto Complete page are self-explanatory. However, it is
important to note that an Auto Complete file can be deployed via installation. The Auto
Complete settings file (AutoCompleteDictionary.eac) stores this information when using this
feature per session or across sessions.

������
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From the Auto Expand page, you can pre-set acronyms or shortcuts for long words, phrases
or complex repeat commands. When you have set the abbreviations and expansions, you can
type the shortcut on the host screen and it will automatically be expanded to thedesired word
or phrase, dramatically reducing the number of keystrokes required to execute tasks or enter
host data. (Available in 3270 and5250 sessions only.)

The settings for Auto Expand are stored to the file AutoExpandDictionary.ead.

Notes:

• If you prefix an acronym to be automatically expanded with a character or
characters not typically in the first position in a real word, for example, =, !, or ^,
the word is left as is.

For example, =ATM won’t automatically expand to Attachmate when your
intention is to leave it as ATM because you are referring to automatic bank teller
machines.

• Spaces are not permitted in the Abbreviation text box.
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The setting on the History page is self-explantory.
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The setting on the Recent Typing page is self-explantory.
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From the Office page, you can enable or disable specific Office Integration features.
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Keystroke Savings are now calculated and shown on the OIA line in each session. This could
potentially be distracting to an end user. You can hide the display of Keystroke Savings from
Global Preferences (or from the Custom Installation wizard — see “Customize General Global
Preferences” on page 39 in Phase II, Customization). However, all Keystroke Savings can be
monitored in MCS, regardless of this setting.

�%%�������4�0��	����� ����

1. Login to MCS as a user with rights to manage EXTRA! Configurations, and then start
MCS.

2. In the MCS left pane, point to Products, EXTRA! X-treme, Configuration Manager, then
Keystroke Savings.

4�0��	����� �����
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The productivity pane in EXTRA! provides features (such as Auto Expand and Auto
Complete) which will reduce the number of keystrokes end users must type to complete
tasks. MCS provides a counter that shows the total number of keystrokes, the number saved,
and calculates the percentage of keystrokes saved by these features.

Note: Keystroke savings are not counted for VT sessions.
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Number of Users Logged: The number of unique end user EXTRA! clients that have
logged in to MCS.

Total Keystrokes Saved: Keystrokes saved by the productivity features.

Total Keystrokes Logged: The number of keystrokes performed on the clients that have
logged in to MCS since the last reset.

Percentage of Overall Keystrokes: The percentage of keystrokes saved. For clients taking
advantage of the Auto Expand feature, this may even get over 100%.

Reset Counter: Click this button to reset all counters to zero. The date field will reset to
the current time and date when you click the button. This will not reset the counter on the
individual session being used.
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This is a new feature in EXTRA! X-treme 8, and available through the Custom Installation
Wizard, screen 13 of 14. The ability to pre-populate these settings can greatly reduce TCO.
Both shared and Unique HLLAPI Shortnames can be pre-populated during install.

The specific steps on how to pre-populate these settings can be found in Phase III,
Deployment.
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Setting a custom user data location is also a new feature in EXTRA! X-treme 8. This feature
allows a custom directory to be created for the storage of user files during installation. Also a
special variable is available (USERID) for per user installations that require custom
directories. This feature can be selected during a basic installation or customized for
Centralized Management through the Custom Installation Wizard Screen 5 of 14.

The specific steps on how to pre-populate these settings can be found in Phase III,
Deployment.
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This feature allows normal word wrap functionality within a multi-line field for 3270 sessions.
It is enabled/disabled by pressing CTRL + DOWN ARROW, and can be enabled by default
on power-up by setting WordWrapEnable=True in the Terminal section of the .EDP file. You
will see a “W” in the status line of the session (OIA) when it is enabled. So to customize this
for Centralized Management to have WordWrap enabled on power up, this entry should be
entered into any custom sessions and to the 3270 template file. Those files should be included
in your custom installation and maintained through File Synchronization if MCS centralized
management is used.
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EXTRA! X-treme now supports the Undo command when editing in a display session. This
functionality is currently available through the Edit menu and the default keyboard with
CTRL + Z. If you are customizing menus or keyboards and want this functionality, it should
be preconfigured. The custom keyboards and menus can be deployed using the Custom
Installation wizard to add these files to a custom installation, they can also be maintained
through File Synchronization if MCS centralized management is used.
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Secure FTP is now available on CD2. The EXTRA FTP Client now has SSL support and can be
installed locally as well be deployed via MCS through Centralized Management. This is a
standalone client and should not be confused with the FTP that is selectable in a EXTRA!
X-treme session.
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EXTRA! X-treme can be installed in a locked down mode so that users are blocked from
getting to some areas. This type of deployment might be warranted if you do not want users
changing the settings you have put in place. An example of this is if you pre-configure their
session documents, and do not want them to change the connection information, then you can
block the connections settings and the user will not be able to enter that area. Another
example of this is if you do not want a user having the ability to modify keyboards, you can
disable this through security and this ability will never show up in the installed users’
interface. All areas of EXTRA! can be blocked from user entry individually. These settings are
applied by deploying the security file on installation. (For more information on security, refer
also to Scenario 1 in Appendix B in this guide.)
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These files can be deployed through the installation or through Attachmate Centralized
Management File Synchronization.

Note: Deciding whether to synchronize files depends on how customized the sessions
are across users. You can get as granular as specifying every detail in a session, and
deploying that session with the product (which could mean, for example, that the
installation would be for an individual user only), or it could be as general as defining
the connection information (for example, the IP address or server name for the TN3270
host to which the users connect), so that your users do not have to call you or your staff
for the information. This installation could be used for all the users or specific groups of
users. Another consideration should be the Attachmate ID Manager, a new feature in
EXTRA! X-treme.

Management & Control Services (MCS) provides IDs to client applications at run time
(an ID is connection data that is unique for an individual session with a host). If you use
MCS to manage IDs, you can omit unique connection data from the client session
configuration. This lets you create a single configuration that can be used by multiple
clients to establish multiple sessions with a host, rather than having to create a separate
configuration for each host connection. The configuration information can be preset in
the session file so that the ID Manager URL and the ID configuration can be pre-
populated in the session.

Layouts, templates, schemes, keyboards, QuickPads™, toolbars, and other customized
files can also be deployed through the installation and maintained via file
synchronization, which is discussed in detail in Phase IV, Maintenance.

��	�%���
Shortcuts can be deployed and standard shortcuts can be modified, so for example you can
deploy a commonly used session, and a shortcut to the that session can be deployed to your
users desktop, or even the Start menu.
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There are several new features added in this EXTRA! X-treme release and one of the most
visible features, is the productivity pack. These settings can be customized via session files,
global preferences and registry settings. The majority of these feature settings can be
deployed on installation. Files associated with the productivity pack can also be deployed,
such as the custom dictionary, privacy filtering and the auto expand settings. By pre-
populating this feature, the amount of calls to your staff can be greatly reduced on training
alone.

��%	�
If your environment has custom macros, these too can be deployed on installation. The
remote path to these macros can also be configured if your macros are stored in a non-
standard install path.
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The majority of the settings in Global preferences can now be pre-populated. Some
considerations in this area are the settings for when the session documents are saved,
prompting the user for disconnect, disable event logging, and Show open session dialog on
start up.

3//������	��(����
New to EXTRA! X-treme, HLLAPI short names can now be pre-populated, this could save
hours of configuration when considering Total Cost of Ownership.

����	���7�"��������������������
These settings can be a deployed via installation and save time in training and configuration
for the users. For example, you can deploy your MCS URL on install and enable centralized
management, as well as enabling activation and setting the installation to use the user’s
windows logon for their MCS authentication. With these settings, when the user starts using
EXTRA! X-treme, you will be notified of the activation and can track how many users are
actually using this software, and they will be all setup for File Synchronization (refer to Phase
IV, Maintenance, for more information) for easy maintenance by the administrator.

Microsoft created the concept of product activation with Windows XP, where users cannot
use the product until it has been activated. EXTRA! X-treme provides administrators the
option to employ a similar concept. Once this option is set through Centralized Management,
all the user has to do, then, to access the mainframe application is run EXTRA! from their
desktop’s Windows Start\Programs menu, authenticate through MCS, and they will then
have a connection to the mainframe (or AS/400) application. When the user logs into MCS for
the first time, an entry will be created in an MCS log file to keep track of newly activated
users/copies of EXTRA!. This will allow the customer to track new licenses that are activated
and for Attachmate to audit the customer, should the need arise.

The steps to perform all of the above and more will follow in Phase II, Customization.
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our task in Phase II is to customize the installation for your users with the Attachmate
Custom Installation wizard. You can select which features you want installed on user
machines, limit user access to specific EXTRA! functionality, and much, much more.
You will be able to distribute these customizations to the appropriate user or users in

your install base.

This phase addresses the following topics:

• Opening the default installation

• Setting installation options

• Editing product shortcuts

• Adding files to the installation

• Defining default settings for EXTRA!

• Making additional files available for your users

• Viewing customization details

You need to know how your users will access the installation from a file server (deployed via
a third-party deployment utility, Microsoft Group Policies or the Management and Control
Server Centralized Management options from Attachmate). The steps you take depend on
which method you choose. You also need to understand if you require a compressed MSI or a
standard admin install, and if you are adding files to the image, or just modifying the options
chosen in a given image, or both.

If you require a compressed MSI file to deploy, the default compressed file can be found on
your CD in the MSI directory at the root level of CD1. If you do not require a compressed
MSI, use the MSI located in the EXTRA! Directory off the root level of CD1, or you can use the
MSI located on your Administrative install point if you have done an administrative
installation of EXTRA! X-treme to a network location. (Refer also to the instructions for
performing an administrative installation on page 88.)

A compressed MSI is where all the files to be installed are contained in a cab(s) inside the
MSI. A non-compressed MSI points to the files to be installed outside the MSI (either on the
CD or on the server where the administrative install has been done). To find out more about
required types on specific deployment types, see Phase III, Deployment.

The end result of using the Custom installation wizard will be a transform file (.MST)
containing all of the database changes to the MSI, or, if you are starting with a compressed
MSI and adding files, the result will be both an MST and a new compressed MSI file storing
the additional files in the source cab within the MSI.

Note: If you are starting with a compressed MSI, and not adding files, only a transform
will be created.

Use the Custom Installation wizard to customize your installation for deployment.
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1. From the Attachmate EXTRA! X-treme program group in the Windows Start menu,

choose Custom Installation Wizard.

2. On the Step 1 screen, select Next.

Y
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3. To customize the EXTRA! X-treme installation, browse to the Installer package on your
server, or CD, remembering to select the type of MSI required (compressed, or non-
compressed), then click Next.
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4. On the Step 3 screen, you will create a new MST file or open an existing one to store the
modifications made to the default to MSI’s database.

To specify this type of MST file Do this

An existing MST file 1. Type in the path or browse to the existing MST
file.

2. Save your changes to the same MST by
including the same name and path in Name
and Path of the MST File to Create.

A new MST file 1. Select Create a New MST file.

2. Type a new name and specify a path in Name
and Path of the MST File to Create.

������������������������
Once you open the installer package, you can begin to customize the EXTRA! X-treme
installation.

At the step 4 of 14 screen, the first option is to enter Customer Information, this is in the form
of a User Name and an Organization. This is the same information that is prompted for if a
user runs setup. This can be a filled in, or left blank.
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If you select to install Only for Me, only that user can see the Start menu, but all the files are
still installed. If the user selects Install for All Users, any user can see the product on the Start
menu.

Access Code

Enter the access code given to you with the product. If no access code is given, the user will
be required to enter the code during installation if a UI is available, or on first use if no UI is
allowed during installation.
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Destination Folder

Use Default: Installs the application files to C:\Program Files\Attachmate\EXTRA!.

Specify Folder: Allows you to enter a custom directory location to install the application
files.

User Data Location

My Documents Directory: Installs the user data files (sessions, macros, schemes, and so
on) to c:\Documents and Settings\userid\My Documents\Attachmate\EXTRA!.

Application Directory: Installs the user data files (sessions, macros, schemes, and so on)
to the same directory chosen in the Destination folder selection.

All Users\Documents Directory: Installs the user data files (sessions, macros, schemes,
and so on) to c:\Documents and Settings\AllUsers\Documents\Attachmate\EXTRA!.

User Defined Directory: installs the user data files (sessions, macros, schemes, and so on)
to the directory entered.

Notes:

• If you are performing a per user installation and you choose this selection, a variable
of USERID (case-sensitive) can be to create a directory where this variable is
replaced with the user’s login. For example enter H:\Extra!share\USERID, and the
userdata will be stored in H:\Extra!share\JohnDoe.

• The all users selection is not available for other Operating Systems since this
directory structure does not exist.
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From this part of the wizard, you can set the default features to install. If you are installing
silently, the features you set will be installed. If you are customizing an install for users to
run, you can also hide some features, preventing them from being installed.

Change the default settings by clicking the hard drive icon next to the feature names or
feature group names.

This icon Indicates that

A green square This item and any sub-items will be installed by default.

A yellow square The item may be a feature group, and the status of the sub-items in the
group varies. You can expand the group by double-clicking it.

A red square Neither this item nor any sub-items will be installed by default.
However, end users will still be able to select the item and install it.

A red X Neither this item nor any sub-items will be installed. End users will not
see the item, nor will they be able to install it. You will have three choices
for each feature: Select this feature (feature will be installed, but can be
deselected if UI is available during installation), Deselect this feature
(feature will not be installed, but can be selected if UI is available during
installation), and Hide this feature (feature will not be installed, and will
not be seen UI is available during installation).
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IBM Mainframe

Connection: The Connection types (Microsoft SNA Server, 802.2 Direct Connect,
NetWare for SAA via IPX/SPX, NetWare for SAA via TCP/IP, Attachmate SNA Gateway
via TCP/IP, Attachmate SNA Gateway via IPX/SPX, TN3270(E)) for the 3270 host type
can be selected, cleared or hidden.

File Transfer: The file transfer types of FTP and IND$File can be selected, cleared or
hidden.

Utilities: Profs Print can be selected, cleared or hidden.

IBM AS/400 Midrange

Connection: The Connection types (802.2 Direct Connect, Microsoft SNA Server, MPTN,
Attachmate SNA Gateway via client, NetWare for SAA via IBM’s client, TN5250) for the
5250 host type can be selected, cleared or hidden.

File Transfer: The file transfer types of Batch File Transfer and FTP can be selected,
cleared or hidden.

Samples: Remote Command Sample Applications can be selected, cleared or hidden.

Utilities: Remote Command can be selected, cleared or hidden.

VAX/VMS, UNIX or Asynchronous Host

Connection: The Connection types (Telnet, Modem, Direct Connect, SSH) for these host
types can be selected, cleared or hidden.

File Transfer: The file transfer types of Kermit, ZModem and FTP can be selected, cleared
or hidden.

APPN Node (APPC, CIP-C, CSV)

Lan Attached 802.2, MPTN and APPN_Libs can be selected, cleared or hidden.

Application Options

API Options: ATM HLLAPI (32 bit), EAL (32 bit), EHLLAPI (32 bit), REXX EHLLAPI,
PCOMM 4.1 EHLLAPI, WinHLLAPI (32 bit), HLLAPI Libraries can be selected, cleared
or hidden.

Utilities: NiteApps™ can be selected, cleared or hidden.

Language Options

English (United States), French (Standard), German (Standard), Italian (Standard),
Portuguese (Brazilian), Spanish (Traditional Sort) can be selected, cleared or hidden.

Note: English is the only language installed by default unless advertising or Group
Policies are used.
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Migration Options

• Rumba Look and Feel for German (Standard)

• Rumba Look and Feel for Spanish (Traditional Sort)

• Rumba Look and Feel for French (Standard)

• Rumba Look and Feel for Italian (Standard)

• Rumba Look and Feel for Portuguese (Brazilian)

• Rumba Look and Feel English (United States)

These options are all disabled by default. However, when they are enabled, they will
supply keyboards, and schemes to make the EXTRA! X-treme product have a RUMBA
look and feel.
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These options relate to the Attachmate Centralized Management through Management and
Control Server (MCS) for Product deployment and maintenance. By filling in these options,
users will not have to configure for Centralized Management.
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Enable Centralized Management: This must be enabled to support File Synchronization and
AutoPatching, discussed later in Phase IV, Maintenance.

Require Product Activation on First Use: This is the switch to turn on if you, as an
admin, are trying to track how many users are actually using the installed product. This
activation notice is sent back to MCS for tracking purposes.

Use Windows Login: When this switch is enabled, authentication to MCS will be done
via the user’s windows logon rather than a configured username and password. This will
allow for fast configuration and no separate set of userids. This is ideal when using Active
Directory/LDAP or NTDS directory services that already contain windows logons.

Note: To use the Windows Login feature, MCS EXTRA! X-treme Authentication
must be set to Username only.

Copy Changes to Server: When this switch is selected, the user will automatically upload
all updated user files to the MCS server userdata area when EXTRA! is closed. This is
ideal when using roaming users, then their will always be available. It is also a place here
all user data can be backed up at one time.

MCS Server URL: This is the URL that users will connect to for access to MCS. The
address should be in the form of http://[Server][Port]/mcs, for example:

http://myserver.8086/mcs
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Install XML files: When this option is selected, the Microsoft XML Parser (MSXML) 3.0 is
installed and registered, this is required to communicate to MCS. If this option is cleared, the
Custom Installation wizard will not allow you to enable Centralized Management.
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From this screen, you can edit or add common properties supported by the Microsoft installer
for your installation.

Highlighting a property shown and selecting Edit, will produce the following screen, which
allows you to modify a property already included in the default MSI.
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Choose OK, then select Add.

The following screen appears:

Select the drop-down arrow to show the properties available to add.
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The properties to edit or add are defined as follows:

Property Description

ARPCOMMENTS Provides the Add or Remove Programs Control Panel
Comments that are written under the Uninstall
Registry Key.

ARPCONTACT Provides the Add or Remove Programs Control Panel
Contact that is written under the Uninstall Registry
Key.

ARPHELPLINK Internet address for technical support.

ARPHELPTELEPHONE Technical support phone numbers.

ARPNOMODIFY Disables Add or Remove Programs functionality in
Control Panel that modifies the product. For Windows
2000, this disables the Modify button for the product
in Add or Remove Programs in Control Panel. On
earlier operating systems, clicking the Add or Remove
Programs button uninstalls the product rather than
entering the maintenance mode wizard. For example,
this property can be set during a customization
transform to prevent users from changing an
administrator’s customization through the control
Panel.

continued next page...
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Installation Properties to Edit or Add (cont’d)

Property Description

ARPNOREMOVE Disables the Add or Remove Programs functionality
in Control Panel that removes the product. For
Windows 2000, this disables the Remove button for
the product from the Add or Remove Programs in
Control Panel. For earlier operating systems, this has
the effect of removing the product from the list of
installed products on the Add or Remove Programs in
Control Panel. For example, this property can be set
during a customization transform to prevent users
from removing an administrator customization from
the control Panel.

ARPNOREPAIR Set to disable the Repair button in the Programs
wizard.

ARPREADME Provides the Add or Remove Programs Control Panel
ReadMe for the application.

ARPSYSTEMCOMPONENT Setting the ARPSYSTEMCOMPONENT property to 1
using the command line or a transform prevents the
application from being displayed in the Add or
Remove Programs list on the Control Panel.

ARPURLINFOABOUT The URL for the link to the publishers home page or
the application’s home page.

ARPURLUPDATEINFO The URL for the link used to update information on
the application.

DISABLEADVTSHORTCUTS Disables the generation of shortcuts supporting
installation-on-demand and advertisement. Setting
this property specifies that these shortcuts should
instead be replaced by regular shortcuts. This
property is commonly used by administrators for
users who roam between environments that do and do
not support advertising or self-repair.

DISABLEROLLBACK Disables the rollback option for the current
configuration. Set this property to 1 to prevent the
installer from generating a rollback script and saving
copies of deleted files during the installation.

LIMITUI If the LIMITUI property is set, the user interface (UI)
level used when installing the package is restricted to
Basic. Installation packages containing the LIMITUI
property must also contain the ARPNOMODIFY
property. This is required for a user to obtain the
correct behavior from the Add or Remove Programs
in the Control Panel utility when attempting to
configure a product.

continued next page...
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Installation Properties to Edit or Add (cont’d)

Property Description

NOCOMPANYNAME Set to 1 to suppress the automatic setting of the
COMPANYNAME by the installer.

NOUSERNAME Set to 1 to suppress the installer from setting of the
USERNAME.

ProductName Contains the name of the application being installed,
for example, Attachmate’s EXTRA! X-treme. This is
only used for display purposes. Advertised as a
product property.

This property can be no greater than 63 characters in
length. The installer truncates ProductName values
that are 31 to 63 characters in length to 31 characters.
A longer name does not show then the registry key for
DisplayName is set in the Uninstall for ARP. This
property is REQUIRED.

PROMPTROLLBACKCOST Specifies the action the installer takes if rollback
installation capabilities are enabled and there is
insufficient disk space to complete the installation.

The possible values of PROMPTROLLBACKCOST are
as follows.

Value Action

P Display a dialog box asking whether to
continue without a rollback.

D Disable rollback and continue without
asking user.

F Fail with the out-of-disk-space error
prompt.

When the user interface is run at the Basic or no UI
level, the installer handles all the out-of-disk-space
logic automatically.

REBOOT Suppresses certain prompts for a reboot of the
system. An administrator typically uses this property
with a series of installations to install several
products at the same time with only one reboot at
the end.

continued next page...
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Installation Properties to Edit or Add (cont’d)

Property Description

REBOOTPROMPT If set to Suppress (or just S) any reboot performed by
the Windows Installer happens automatically
without interaction from the user. Setting this
property does not initiate a reboot if one is not
needed, it only suppresses the display of any
prompts for reboots to the user.

TRANSFORMSECURE Setting the TRANSFORMSECURE property to 1
informs the installer that transforms are to be cached
locally on the user’s computer in a location where
the user does not have write access. The purpose of
this property is to provide for secure transform
storage with traveling users of Windows 2000. When
this property is set, a maintenance installation can
only use the transform from the specified path. If the
path is not available the maintenance installation
fails. A source for each secure transform must
therefore reside at the location of the source of the
installation package. Then if the installer finds that
the transform is missing on the local computer, it can
restore the transform from this source.
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Install DLC Driver: This option will dictate which Operating System(s) the Attachmate DLC
driver is installed on.

Install Default User Data Files (e.g., demo sessions, schemes, macros – any initial user files):
This option is present so that you can choose to not have the default user data installed by
default. At this time, you must ensure that this option is selected if you are including custom
user data files on the install since they are associated with the same component.
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It is possible to add additional files (such as session files, scheme files, macro files, or
productivity files) to the installation using the Add Files feature.

Click Add and this screen will appear:
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File Information

Name: Add the exact path and name of the file you wish to add, or browse to its location.

Version: If you are versioning your files, then a version number may be added, but it is
not required.

Host: You have options of using, IBM Mainframe, AS400, VMS/VAX, UNIX and None.

Language: Declare the language in which the file was created.

This is a Template File: This checkbox is for session documents that are being uploaded
as a template file, their names are 3270.edp, 5250.edp and Async.edp. These files are the
templates of all new sessions for that specific host type. If a required setting that is only
available via a setting in the edp file and not configurable through the user interface, it
could be entered into the template so that all new sessions would take on that setting by
default.

Component: This button can be used to get the correct Component if a file name is
entered without browsing.

Add to Image: This button will copy these files from the browsed or entered location to
the Administrative image that is indicated.

Caution: If these files are not added to the Administrative Install Point image
before the transform is used on an installation, the installation will fail.

Shortcut Information

Shortcut name: Enter in a name for the shortcut you are creating.

Location: Select the location in which you would like the shortcut to reside, the choices
are Desktop Folder, Program Menu Folder, Start Menu Folder or Attachmate Menu
Folder.

Description: Enter in a description of the shortcut, this will display when the mouse is
moved over the shortcut. This is an optional entry.
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Following is a list of the type of files that can be added to an Attachmate EXTRA! X-treme
installation:

Filename or Extension ID

ebh EXTRA!BasicHeader

ebm EXTRA!BasicMacro

elf Layout Document

edp EXTRA! Display Session

epp EXTRA! Printer Session

xcp Appn Configuration File

mtr Session Monitor File

ftb AS400 Batch file Transfer List File

nap Niteapps File

ctt Custom Translation Table

ehs Hot Spot Scheme

eil IND$FILE Transfer List

ekm Keyboard Map File

env NavigationAction File

esf Security File

etb Toolbar File

etl BatchTransferList File

qpr NavigationPath File

tem EXTRA! Session Template File

eqp QuickPads File

set Profs Print Settings

cmu EXTRA!MenuScheme File

hst EXTRA! History File

ead EXTRA! Autoexpand Dictionary File

his EXTRA! VT History File

continued next page...
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File Types that can be Added to an Attachmate EXTRA! X-treme Installation (cont’d)

Filename or Extension ID

eac EXTRA! Auto Complete File

edt DECTransferScheme File

ede DECEditScheme File

eis IND$FILEScheme File

e3e 3270EditScheme File

e5e 5250EditScheme File

e5t 5250FileTransfer File

edc DECColorScheme File

e3c 3270ColorScheme File

e5c 5250ColorScheme File

Privacy.xml Privacy Filtering File

AutoExpandDictionary.ead AutoExpand Settings File

AutoCompleteDictionary.eac AutoComplete Ssettings File

Default.dic Default Custom Ddictionary
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Use this dialog box to view the attributes of each product shortcut associated with an EXTRA!
feature.

Edit: If a shortcut setting should be changed, the edit function in this dialog box lets you
change these attributes to control the shortcut behavior at the end user’s machine.

Use the Edit button to open the Shortcut Properties dialog box where you can set the shortcut
name, location, description, and parameters included in a shortcut’s associated command
line.
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The options can then be changed.

Copy: This button is used make a copy of a shortcut, if you want it in more than one location,
or if you want to run it with two different command lines. When choosing Copy, a copy will
automatically be made of the shortcut highlighted when the copy was selected. The name will
show as copy of xxxxx. You can then choose Edit to make the changes you require.

Default: This button is used to take the shortcuts back to default settings, erasing all
customizations them. A warning will appear to make sure you are ready to remove all
customization.

Remove: This button is used to remove a shortcut. It will remove any shortcut highlighted.
Make sure the correct shortcut to remove is highlighted before making this selection.
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On Close Session

Auto-save Session Settings: This will automatically save the session on close, there will
be no prompt for the user.

Prompt for Session Saves: This will prompt the user to save settings and save only if the
user selects yes.

Do not Prompt for Auto Save Sessions: If this setting is selected, the session will not be
saved unless the user initiates a save from the toolbar, or menu options. When the session
closes, it will not be saved, nor will the user be prompted. This setting is ideal if you do
not want your users saving session changes.
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Show Open Session Dialog at Startup: This option is cleared by default. When cleared, it
produces the following screen when launching EXTRA!:

If this box is selected, the Open Session dialog box will be shown, and the user will not have a
way to create a new session on startup or to open an existing layout from startup.

Prompt for Disconnect: This box is cleared by default and when selected produces this screen
when the session is disconnected:

If this box is cleared, the session will automatically disconnect when the session is closed.

Expand Page Settings dialog box: By expanding this dialog box, it will allow the user to edit
the navigational path and page identification information for pages recorded through
navigation.

Assign ENTER key to Left Mouse Button Double Click: When selected, double-clicking the
left mouse button will function as if the ENTER key had been pressed.

Open Multiple Instance of the Same Session: When this option is selected, the same session
can be opened multiple times.

Note: Some functionality that is currently not supported when this item is selected,
including:

• Startup macros

• Portal support

Disable Event Logging: When this item is selected, it will prevent EXTRA! from writing to
the event log for the Operating System. It will not however, stop messages being written to
the EXTRA! Audit Log.

Show Host Name on Task Bar when Session is Minimized: When this item is selected, the
session name set in the connection is shown when the session is minimized, by default
(without this item selected) the session name that is shown.
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Show Tip of the Day: On an installation that included the Administrative tools, a Tip of the
Day will be shown when launching EXTRA!. By selecting this option, this tip will not be
shown. If the installation does not include the Administrative tools, this tip will never show,
regardless of the setting.

Push Update during Upgrade Install: If a user has ever had any version of the Extra! product
installed before, the preferences have been preserved and will be used when EXTRA! X-treme
is installed. By selecting this option, all of these preferences will be overwritten to conform
with the selections in this transform. This option affects all settings on the Custom Installation
wizard screen 7 (Customize MCS Support), 12 (Customize General Global Preferences) and 13
(Customized Advanced Global Preferences).

Note: Applies per user information, not per machine, and will follow the user when
roaming profiles is used.

Set Scheme and Macro Search Paths: Allows you to set custom Macros and Scheme Search
Paths prior to deployment. The USERID variable can also be used in these paths. For more
information on this variable, see page 22.

Note: These paths must be available to users on launch of EXTRA!.
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HLLAPI

Shortname Association: This setting determines the sharing of HLLAPI Shortnames.
They are either set to Shared Among all Users, and stored in the HKey_Local_Machine
portion of the registry, or they are set to Unique to Each User, and stored in
HKey_Current_User. If set to Shared, all users will have the HLLAPI Shortname set to the
same name in the same directory path. The default is Unique to Each User.

Transport Type: These Settings determine which Transport type will be used. Choices are
Standard or Enhanced. The default is Enhanced.

Associate Sessions to Shortnames: Selecting this option opens the following screen:

Short Name: This is the letter of the short name in which your HLLAPI application will use to
connect to this session. There are 26 choices, A through Z.

Session Name: You may either enter an exact path to the session document, or browse to the
path.

Host Type: Enter the Host type this session connects to, the choices are IBM Mainframe
(3270), IBM AS400 (5250) or VAX/VMS, UNIX, and if choosing VAX/VMX, UNIX you can
also choose a subtype of Wyse.

Screen Size: Enter the screen size this session will use. This is dependent on the Host type
chosen above. The choices for IBM Mainframe are 24x80, 32x80, 43X80 or 27x132. The choices
for IBM AS400 are 24x80 and 27x132. The choices for VAX/VMS, UNIX are 24x80,
25x80,36x80, 48x80, 72x80, 144x80, 72x132 and 144x132.

Use the Add and Delete buttons to add the HLLAPI shortnames to the installation, or Delete
to remove one entered in error.

Choose OK or Cancel, and continue with 13 of 14, Customize Advanced Global Preferences,
in the Custom Installation wizard.
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Language: Select the language you wish to have as the default language of your session
documents. The choices are English, French, German, Portuguese, Italian, Spanish.

Note: The language that appears is dependent upon the selection you made in the
Custom Installation wizard on screen 6 of 14, Customize Features, under “Language
Options.”

Keyboard Type: Select the keyboard type that you want to use when running EXTRA! The
choices are Standard101 key or Microsoft Natural Keyboard, Standard102 Keyboard, PC/AT
Keyboard (84key), Cherry 110 Keyboard, and Digital LK450 Keyboard (108 key).

����� �
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Name and Path of New Compressed MSI File to Create: If you have added files to the
installation, the database must reflect those changes (stored in a Transform file) and the files
themselves must also be added to the installation image. If you are using a compressed MSI
file, then that is the image to which those files will be added. You must enter a new filename
so that the default installation media does not change.

Click Finish to Save Your Changes To: This is the transform name that you entered on
Screen 2 of 14. This is simply confirming the file name, and when clicking Finish, the database
changes will be stored in this transform.

You will need to access the new compressed MSI file, if created, and the custom transform to
deploy the customized installation in the next phase.
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ou must identify how you will deploy EXTRA! to your users. EXTRA! supports a
variety of methods for deploying software to users, any utility that will support the
deployment of Microsoft Installer applications can deploy EXTRA! X-treme 8, a few
will be discussed in this document in detail:

• Command Line install

• Deploy using MCS and Centralized Management

• Assign and Publish with Active Directory

• Install From File Server

• Run from Network Source

• Other deployment methods

Choose your preferred method, and follow the procedures in this section.

Note: Each user may need administrative privileges (depending on the deployment
software used) Restricted Users will be discussed within each deployment type.

��������������������
The user performing the command line installation will need Administrative Privileges to
install this software.

You can use command-line options to install EXTRA! X-treme and the Connections and
Options Packs from the CD or from a network location specified by the system administrator.
System administrators can include command-line options in a batch file to preset installation
parameters and limit user interaction while EXTRA! is installing. Installation dialog boxes can
even be entirely suppressed to provide an unattended installation.

Y
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The following table describes the command-line options for installing EXTRA! X-treme. The
Microsoft Windows Installer provides a variety of additional command-line options for
customizing installations. (For more information, see the Microsoft Windows Installer
documentation.)

Option Parameters Description

/a product.msi Administrative installation, copies a
product to a network location for later
installation by users.

/i product.msi Installs or configures a product.

/j [u|m] product.msi Advertises a product.

u - Advertises to the current user.

m - Advertises to all users of the computer.

Either u or m can be combined with /t to
specify user installation in a specific
language. For example:

/ju product.msi /t transforms
file

Specify the transforms file for the language
in which to display your installation
prompts per the following:

Language Transforms File

English 1033.mst

French 1036.mst

German 1031.mst

Italian 1040.mst

Portuguese 1046.mst

Spanish 1034.mst

continued next page...
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Option Parameters Description

/l [i|w|e|a|r|u|c|m|o|p|v|x|
+|!|*] logfile

Specifies the path to the log file and
indicates which information to log.

i - Status messages.

w - Nonfatal warnings.

e - All error messages.

a - Start up of actions.

r - Action-specific records.

u - User requests.

c - Initial UI parameters.

m - Out-of-memory or fatal exit information.

o - Out-of-disk-space messages.

p - Terminal properties.

v - Verbose output.

x - Extra debugging information.

+ - Append to existing file.

! - Flush each line to the log.

* - log all information except for verbose
output. To include verbose output, use
/l*v.

/p patch.msi Applies a patch.

To apply a patch to an installed
administrative image, combine /p with /a,
as follows:

/p patch.msi /a product.msi

continued next page...
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Option Parameters Description

/q [n|b|r|f] Sets user interface level.

n - Suppresses all installation progress
dialog boxes. Use to perform an
unattended (silent) user installation.

b - Displays only a basic installation user
interface.

qb+ Displays the Finish dialog box.

qb- Hides all modal dialog boxes.

qb! Hides the Cancel button.

• The + or - option must appear
before the ! option when typing
the command, for example:

qb+!

• The ! option is available with
Windows Installer version 2.0, and
works only with basic UI.

r - Displays a reduced user interface,
without a Finish dialog box.

f - Displays all of the installation dialog
boxes, including the finish dialog box.

When you install from the command-line, you can append properties that change default
values for options in the installation. For more information, see Properties in the EXTRA!
X-treme MSI File.

�"��
��

The following command starts an installation of the EXTRA! X-treme client in a Windows XP
environment with installation progress messages suppressed, and the user data location set to
the Program Files directory.

msiexec /i path/ATMEE80.MSI /qn USERDATALOCATIONMIN=Legacy

In addition, system administrators can use command-line options to prepare EXTRA! for
installation by users. For example, command-line options can be used to perform an
administrative installation. This installation will be used later for both Group Policy
installation and File Server Installation discussed later in this section.

	�
������#�����$�%�������������&���$���������
This section assumes you have already installed MCS and the EXTRA! Centralized
Management Plugins. For more information on performing this install, please refer to the
Getting Started Guide on CD 2.
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Note: Users will require administrative privileges or the Attachmate Installer installed
on the computer from which they are working. See “Restricted Users” on page 70 for
more information.

There are several reasons why MCS Centralized Management is the Deployment tool of
choice. Some of these include:

• reduces Total Cost of Ownership

• provides server clustering, data redundancy, data replication and fail-over support

• is supported on a diverse assortment of Operating System, including the Windows
Platform, UNIX, AIX and the OS390

• able to combine users into virtual groups making deployment to different sets of users
possible

• can deploy and maintain user configurations through File synchronization and also adds
the feature of software activation

No other vendor supplies all of these features through one product.
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The User name(s) used for EXTRA! administration, must have permissions to manage
distributions, under MCS Security, this is done through Rights Management.

1. Start MCS, and then login as System or another user with Administrative privileges to the
MCS Console.

2. In the MCS left pane, point to Services, and then click Security.

3. Under Security, click Rights Management.

4. From the Rights Management Page, choose EXTRA! X-treme.

Users and groups to whom the selected right has already been assigned are displayed
under Assigned Users/Groups.
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5. Make sure that your EXTRA! Administrator has been added to Publish Distributions and
Configurations.

Note: The userid “System” has these rights by default.

������#�����	�����'#�����

When EXTRA! X-treme Administrative tools were installed, two more tools were installed for
your use with the MCS Centralized management, the Distribution Publisher and the
Configuration Publisher. (The Configuration Publisher will be discussed in Phase IV,
Maintenance.)

The Distribution Publisher allows the EXTRA! Administrator to upload Compressed MSI files
containing the Installation (plus additional custom files), Patches, Transforms, and
Executables to be deployed to end users via a browser.

Note: If no additional files have been added, it may not necessary to upload the MSI, if
the default MSIs are installed to MCS with the EXTRA! Plugins.

The Distribution Publisher also allows you to sign each file as it is uploaded. This signature is
important, It indicates that an EXTRA! Administrator has uploaded this file, and a restricted
user will not be allowed to install any software that has not been signed by the EXTRA!
Administrator. This is to keep a secure environment for users connecting to MCS to receive
their software. The default setting in Distribution Publisher is to sign the file on upload.
Restricted Users will be discussed in more depth later in this section.

1. To launch Distribution Publisher, from the Attachmate EXTRA! X-treme program group
in the Windows Start menu, choose Distribution Publisher.
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You will be prompted for your MCS Server URL and a username and password. The user
name you enter must have permission, under MCS Security, to manage distributions.

Once authenticated, Distribution Publisher opens.

2. To upload a distribution (compressed MSI, transform, patch, or executable), choose
Browse and go to the directory in which your files are located, and select the file.
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3. Choose Add. Repeat this as many times as necessary to add all of your files. More than
one file can be highlighted at one time.
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At this time, the file to be added will be moved to the Files to Publish to MCS box.

Notes:

• The Sign Files box is selected by default.

• Because a sgn file has the same name as the associated file with which it is
uploaded, make sure that the msi files, mst (transform files), and patches
uploaded to be used together do not have the same name.

For example, if you are uploading a new msi and transform for your sales
department, it might be best to name them salesmsi.msi and salesmst.mst. That
way, the sgn files will be associated correctly, and will not overwrite one
another.

4. Once you have finished adding your files, choose Publish.

By default, the files will upload to a directory created with the same name as your
customized MSI. The MST files are uploaded to the same directory.

If you select an MST file(s) without an MSI, you will be prompted for the package with
which to include that MST.

Your packages have now been uploaded to the MCS server for deployment.

������#�������()����
1. Start MCS, and then login as System or another user with Administrative privileges to

MCS Console.

2. In the MCS left pane, point to Products, EXTRA! X-treme, Distribution Manager.
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Notice the default packages listed (EXTRA!, the EXTRA! Options Pack, the EXTRA!
Connections pack, in all 6 languages and Attachmate File Transfer), unless custom
selections were indicated during the MCS install. If some of these files are unwanted, you
may select them and press Delete.

Note: Once a package is deleted it will no longer be available for publishing,
although the files themselves (MSI, Transforms, patches and executables) will
remain on the server. You are only deleting the distribution of these files.

3. To create a new distribution, select New Distribution at the top of this page.

You will be prompted for the type of distribution this is — a Product installation, patch or
executable.
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4. Select New Product Installation, and then choose Next.
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At this screen, you should see the MSI file you uploaded in the previous steps. When you
select that file, the transforms associated with it appear.

5. Select the Transform you would like to use for this distribution (if any) and then choose
Next.
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6. Complete the fields on this screen as follows:

Product ID of the Installation File: Following are the product codes for the various
products installed available with this suite:

For this product Enter this ID

EXTRA! X-treme Base Pack 8C268131-98C2-4D12-8F10-5A3C33517372

EXTRA! X-treme Connections
Pack

07C9E3E7-DE2B-4378-85D5-F1B5A464C85A

EXTRA! X-treme Options Pack 6ECA24CB-43DB-42DB-8BCA-304B7E4193A9

Attachmate File Transfer C3E14FA5-A57F-474F-AB49-E7421512CBA1

If you are installing a third party application via MCS, you will need to get the product
GUID from the vendor before creating a distribution. This number is generally in the
Property table of the MSI file.

Version Number: If you would like to version your distribution, you may enter a version
number here, this is not a required field. This value can contain up to two sets of numeric
characters, separated by a single decimal (for example, 2002.43). It cannot contain
alphabetic characters.

Access Code: Type the access code for the installation exactly as it appears on the CD
package or the Attachmate Software License Agreement (if required). Verify whether
access code is included in transform file, it does not need to be entered here.

If you do not enter a required access code when creating a distribution, the assigned user
will be prompted to provide it before installation can proceed.

Click the Advanced Button to Specify Additional Command-Line Parameters:  (See
“Command Line Install” on page 44 for specific functionality. The access code, and
transforms will be added by default). The most common switch added to the command
line is /qb to set the user interface to basic, not allowing the user to make changes to the
installation, but notifying them when it is complete.

7. Select Next, and complete the information on this page.
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Enter a name for this Distribution Below: Enter a name to help you as the administrator
know what this distribution contains, and maybe even who it is intended to be used by.

Description: Type a short description of the distribution. Although you can use an
unlimited number of characters for the description, you will likely want to keep it brief —
the information from the description appears on the Products & Updates page, where the
width of the columns automatically adjust according to the length of the text provided.

8. Select Next.
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9. Confirm your setting, and then choose Back if changes are required; otherwise choose
Finish.

Your new distribution should now show on the distributions page.
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Assuming that your users have already been set up on MCS, you must now assign users.

Note: If you have not set up your users on MCS please refer to the MCS documentation
for information on how to configure directory services.

1. With the distribution highlighted choose Assign Users.

2. Choose Add.

This does not show users by default — it only shows groups.

3. Choose Show Users, and then select the individual users to which you would like to
deploy this distribution.

You can also deploy to a virtual group of users, assuming one is created. If you need
more information on creating virtual groups in MCS, see the MCS documentation.

Note: A virtual group is a group created to manage users within MCS that does not
exist in your directory service. This will give you the ability to deploy software
environment an Active Directory to users from different OUs. This is currently not
possible with Active Directly Group Policies.

(ITPS]MRK�1'7�9WMRK�'IRXVEPM^IH�1EREKIQIRX
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4. Once users and/or groups have been selected, choose OK to continue.

5. Confirm the users listed and select OK to continue, or Add to add more users.
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You will now see your assigned users for that distribution change to Yes. The distribution
is now ready for the users.
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From the user’s Machine, launch a browser and connect to http://servername:port/distribute
to get to the Distribution page.
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At this time, all of the distributions assigned to this user will be available. The version
number (if you entered one) and installation status will be displayed.

Note: The installation status is dependent on the Product code entered for the
Distribution. If this code was not entered correctly, then the status will not be correct.
Distributions of Executables will always have an install status of Unknown since
executables do not have Product codes associated with them. The action selection
should change based on the current installation status. It should show either Install or
Change/Remove.

The user now selects Install.

This confirms the download and gives you the size of the file about to be downloaded.

Select Yes. The file will begin to download.

The installation will then begin as if you had installed via CD.
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On the Distribution page, once an installation has been completed, it will look similar to this:

It is important that this is how your users change the installation or remove the installation
rather than going to the Control Panel.

You may want to consider using one of the MSI properties to remove access to this feature
from the Control Panel to force your users to use the distribution page for changing and
removing applications. All installations, changes and removals are recorded in the MCS event
log.
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A new feature available with the EXTRA! X-treme Centralized Management capabilities is the
ability to deploy an executable file. There are many reasons one may want to do this:
deploying applications that come packaged in a single executable, deploying a scripted
utility, or deploying a command–line-type batch file.

1. To deploy an Executable file, start with Distribution Publisher, logging in as a user with
Distribution Manager rights.

2. Select the executable and choose Add.
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3. When the file (s) has been moved to the Files to publish to MCS box, make sure the Sign
Files Before Publishing option is selected, then choose Publish.

Note: Because a sgn file has the same name as the associated file with which it is
uploaded, make sure that the msi files, mst (transform files), and patches uploaded to be
used together do not have the same name. For example, if you are uploading a new msi
and transform for your sales department, it might be best to name them salesmsi.msi
and salesmst.mst. That way, the sgn files will be associated correctly, and will not
overwrite one another.

The file will be uploaded to MCS.
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1. Login to MCS as user with Distribution Manager rights, select Products, EXTRA!
Enterprise, Distribution Manager and select New Distribution.

2. Select Executable.

All available executables will show in the Add files box.
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3. Select the executable you want to deploy and choose Next.

4. Enter a version number, if applicable (optional), and choose Advanced if you would like
to add command-line parameters to the executable, then choose Next.
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5. Enter a name you would like to refer to this distribution as (this field is required), and a
description of the executable, if applicable (optional).

6. Confirm the information entered, or choose Back to change, then choose Finish.
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The executable will now show on the available Distributions page.
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The next step is to assign users, which can be accomplished in just the same way as described
under “Deploying Installations” — the file will be available to your users as soon as it is
assigned.

For users to install executables, go to the http://servername:port/mcs/distribute page, and the
executable will be available to the users to whom it was assigned.
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Note: The Action is Run on executables. The Installed? Status will be Unknown,
because there is no GUID associated with an executable and therefore no way to detect
if the product is installed.

When the user selects Run, the application will be downloaded and run.

������	�����
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In the MCS Console, under SERVICES, Events, View Events, you’ll see an event for each user
that activates a client, along with the current count of activated users.
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Typically, a restricted user or default domain user on a NTFS platform is not allowed to
install software. To enable restricted users to install software and patches via MCS, the
Attachmate Installer Service will need to be installed on each workstation that will be using
this feature. This secures the installations to only those published and signed by an
Attachmate Distribution authorized user. No other software can be installed from an
Attachmate source without Administrative privileges.
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1. To install the Attachmate Installer Service, load CD2 into the drive and select Install
Installer Service 8 for Restricted Users.

One easy way of deploying this installation is to include it in the default image used by
your domain users.

2. The installation will now begin.

3. Choose Next.
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This Service required the Microsoft Installer Version 2.0. (Instructions on verifying the
update, if necessary, are provided in step 8, later in this procedure.)

4. Choose Next.

5. If you agree with the license agreement, select I accept…., then choose Next.
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6. Choose Next to accept the default directory location, or change to choose a different
location and then choose Next.

7. Choose Install at the Ready to Install screen, and the installation will begin.

The Installer Service is now installed on the workstation.
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8. After this service installs, verify it by locating the Microsoft Installer version, then right-
click and select properties.

On the version tab, it should indicate the current version of this service.

Note: If version 2.0 or above is not indicated, you can load CD2 and update the
installer service from the Options Pack.

������	������
A silent install is an installation that proceeds without the end user being able to intervene or,
in some cases, even see that the installation is taking place. You can create a silent install by
configuring your MCS deployment’s command line with the option for silent install, or a with
Windows shortcut with a command-line option for silent install, you can also change the UI
level in the Advanced area of Group Policies. See the options for the UI switches under
“Command-line Options for Installing EXTRA! X-treme,” starting on page 49.
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Notes:

• Group Policies can only be applied at an OU Level. They cannot be deployed to a
group of users, regardless of a group type. If you require software deployment to a
group of users, see the section on MCS Deployment. (New to this release is the
MCS virtual group, the virtual group is a group created to manage users within
MCS that does not exist in your directory service. This will give you the ability to
deploy software in an Active Directory environment to users from different OUs.
This currently is not possible with Active Directory Group Policies.)

• If you are deploying EXTRA! X-treme v. 8 as an upgrade to a previous release, refer
to “Upgrading To EXTRA! X-treme 8 as an Upgrade to a Previous Release in Group
Policies” on page 83.

• Group Policies is typically pointing to an Administrative install point much like a
File Server install. For instructions for completing an Administrative install, refer to
“Deploying EXTRA! from File Server” on page 88.
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You can assign and publish installations using Active Directory. The following procedure
outlines some possible ways to deploy an installation to members of an organizational unit.

To publish software, you must be a member of Domain Admins and Group Policy Creators
and Owners.

The MSI and MST files must be stored in a shared directory accessible to all users\computers
the software is being deployed too.

1. To open the Active Directory Users and Computers snap-in, click Start, and from the
Programs folder, choose Administrative Tools, then Active Directory Users and
Computers.
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2. Right-click the organizational unit to which you want to publish the installation, and then
click Properties.

Note: Group policies can only be deployed at the OU level.
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3. Click the Group Policy tab.

4. Click New to create a new Group Policy object.

-or-

Click Edit to update an existing Group Policy object. (You can edit the name of the object
at this time.)

Caution: We advise against modifying the default domain policy.
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5. With the object you created or selected, click Edit to open the Group Policy window.

6. In the left pane, open User Configuration, or Computer configuration (depending on
whether you want to deploy to users or computers), and then open Software Settings.
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7. Right-click Software Installation, click New, and then click Package.

8. In the Open dialog box, locate the EXTRA! X-treme Installer package (ATMEE80.msi), or
enter the UNC path to this file next to File Name, and then click Open.

Note: You do not want to select by going through myComputer. This will make
each installation look to their computer to install. Instead, enter in a UNC path,
such as:

\\servername\share\directory\msfile.msi

Definitions:

Assigning Package to a User • The application is advertised to the user the next time
that user logs onto any workstation in the Start menu
and Add/Remove Programs.

• The application is installed the first time the user
launches the application on the computer, or opens
an application file (such as an .EDP file).

Assign Package to
Computers

• The application is installed when the computer is
rebooted (so that there are no competing processes
on the computer).
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Publish Application to
Users

• The application does not appear installed on the
users’ computers.

• No shortcuts are visible on the desktop or Start
menu.

• No changes are made to the local registry on the
users’ computers.

• The application is available for the user to install
using Add/Remove Programs, or by opening an
application file (*.EDP).

9. In the Deploy Software dialog box, click Advanced Published or Assigned, and then click
OK.

The properties page appears with the General tab displayed.
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10. Select the Deployment tab and specify the following settings:

Deployment Type: Select Published or Assigned.

Deployment Options
Auto-Install This Application by File Extension Activation:  When Published
Deployment is selected, this option is automatically selected.

Uninstall this Application when it Falls out of the Scope of Management:  Specifies
whether the application should be removed when this Group Policy object no longer
applies.

Do not Display this Package in the Add/Remove Control Panel: Specifies that this
package should not be displayed in Add/Remove Programs in Control Panel.

Installation User Interface Options
Basic: Specifies that only the progress bar will be visible during install, no user
intervention allowed. (Default.)

Maximum: Specifies that the full user interface will be visible during install. Complete
user intervention is allowed.
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Advanced button: Choose to access the Advanced Deployment Options dialog box, from
which you can select Advanced Deployment options, which specify whether to deploy
the package even if it is in a different language. (Cleared by default.)

11. Specify any necessary information on the Upgrades tab.

Note: If you are deploying EXTRA! X-treme v. 8 as an upgrade to a previous
release, refer to “Upgrading To EXTRA! X-treme 8 as an Upgrade to a Previous
Release in Group Policies” on page 84.

12. Ignore the Categories tab — it does not apply to EXTRA! X-treme.
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13. Select the Modifications Tab.

14. If you are applying a transform, click Add.

15. In the Open dialog box, locate the transform file you created using the Custom
Installation wizard, and then click Open.

Note: Make sure that you have specified the transform(s) to use before clicking OK.
If you don’t, you will need to start the assign and publish process over.
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16. Select the Security tab, and review the settings.

Active Directory Security will not be discussed in this document. For further information
on Active Directoyr Group Policy Security, refer to the Microsoft documentation.

The product will now be delivered to those users/computers selected under Active
Directory. Users will receive this software the next time they log in, and computers will
receive it the next time the computer is rebooted.
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Since the releases earlier than v. 8 had a Product Version of 2002.0.0.0001 or lower ( to
2000.0.0.0000), and with the v. 8 release we had to make the change to Product Version of
8.0.0000 (to be compliant with Microsoft standards), this causes problems because this version
is “smaller” than the previous releases. When it is necessary to add a new package for Group
Policy, it no longer recognizes that it needs to upgrade the previous release because the
Product Version is smaller. Therefore you will need to take some additional steps to make
sure that your upgrade with Group Policy works.

We will take upgrading from EXTRA! Enterprise v. 7.11 as an example (this scenario should
be the same for all previous releases EXTRA! including EXTRA! 2000, v. 7.0, v. 7.1, and v.
7.1a).

In the Group Policy view, you would have something similar to this when you assigned v.
7.11:
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The users have logged in and used myEXTRA! Enterprise v. 7.11, and the rollout has worked
as anticipated.

Now it is time to add the v. 8 release so we can assign an upgrade.

1. Add your new package, to the existing group policy, selecting your 8 MSI file.

When you add a new package, the following screen appears.

2. Select Advanced Published or Assigned. (Typically you would select Published or
Assigned.)

This takes you to properties page for the new distribution.

Note: If you decided to just add a new package and don’t elect to select Advanced
published and assigned, then you can add your package, right-click it, and select
properties to view the Properties page.
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3. Click the Deployment tab to select Assigned or Published.

4. Select the Upgrades tab:

5. Notice that it does not list that it needs to upgrade v. 7.11.

6. Choose the Add button.
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This populates the the Package will Upgrade section with the previous release.

7. By default, the option Uninstall the Existing Package, the Install the Upgrade Package is
selected. Select instead Package can Upgrade Over the Existing Package, then choose OK.

After you have selected OK, it takes you back to the main Upgrade page. Notice that it
will upgrade v. 7.11. However, by default, the option Required Upgrade for Existing
Packages is not selected.

8. Select Required Upgrade for Existing Packages, choose Apply, then choose OK to exit the
properties page.
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The v. 8 release will now upgrade your v. 7.11 release, and the Group Policy page should
look like this:

Notes:

• The Upgrade column now shows Required.

• The Upgrading column says that it will upgrade the v. 7.11 release.

It is important that this information is displayed correctly. If it is not, review the
preceding steps.

• Once the user logs on, the v. 8 release will upgrade the v. 7.11 release.
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ATMEE80.PDF file has been provided on CD1 in the EXTRA! Directory for SMS
deployments. See SMS Documentation for further details on how to deploy using SMS.
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An administrative installation of EXTRA! on a file server is used when an end user will install
the product from the file server. The administrative installation is put on the server before the
system administrator customizes it.

Follow the procedure below to perform an administrative installation.

1. To perform an administrative install, use the following command line:

MSIEXEC /a path_install.msi
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2. Note the beginning splash screen:

3. Read the bottom text closely. This will not install the product to this machine — it will do
exactly what it states, that is, it will create a server image of EXTRA! to a specified
location.

4. Choose Next.
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5. Accept the License agreement and choose Next.

6. Enter the location to which you would like the server image installed. Remember to share
out this directory.

7. Choose Install.
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At this time, the files will be copied from the CD to the location requested.

8. Choose Finish to complete your administrative installation.

You may want to create a Windows shortcut or a command-line link that an end user can
double-click to install EXTRA! X-treme; for example, from this shared network resource
to his or her workstation. When you create this shortcut or link, you can refer to the
command line mentioned previously to add parameters that were not contained in a
customized install, such as making the installation silent.
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See your third-party deployment software documentation for information about how to
integrate MSI deployment technology with your software.
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aintenance of the Installation is done via patches and service packs. These can be
applied to any of the deployment mechanisms documented in Phase III, and each
will be discussed individually.

Note: The Microsoft Installer Technology requires original media when applying a
patch. Therefore, the original media must be available to users during this time.
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To distribute patches through MCS Centralized Management, you’ll want to start by
uploading the patch via Distribution Publisher.
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1. To launch Distribution Publisher, from the Attachmate EXTRA! X-treme program group

in the Windows Start menu, choose Distribution Publisher.

You will be prompted for your MCS Server URL and a username and password. The user
name you enter must have permission, under MCS Security, to manage distributions.

This is the logon box that displays:

Once authenticated, Distribution Publisher opens.

M
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2. To upload a patch, choose Browse and go to the directory in which your files are located,
and select the file.

3. Choose Add. Repeat this as many times as necessary to add all of your files. More than
one file can be highlighted at one time.
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Note: Because a sgn file has the same name as the associated file with which it is
uploaded, make sure that the msi files, mst (transform files), and patches uploaded
to be used together do not have the same name.

For example, if you are uploading a new msi and transform for your sales
department, it might be best to name them salesmsi.msi and salesmst.mst. That
way, the sgn files will be associated correctly, and will not overwrite one another.

At this time, the file to be added will be moved to the Files to Publish to MCS box.

Note: The Sign Files box is selected by default.

4. Once you have finished adding your files, choose Publish.
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The selected files begin to upload, and as they are published to MCS, they will appear
under Published Files, and are available for to be added to new distributions in the
Distribution Manager in MCS.

�����������������
Before you can distribute an EXTRA! X-treme patch to users, you must create a distribution.
A distribution contains information about the patch, such as the name of the installer file, the
product version, and whether a patch will be automatically downloaded to the user.

1. In the MCS left pane, point to Products and then click EXTRA! X-treme.

2. Under EXTRA! X-treme, click Distribution Manager.
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3. On the Distributions page, select New Distribution, choose Patch as the type of
distribution to create, and then choose Next.
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A list of the available patches will be displayed.

4. Select the patch you want to distribute, and choose Next.
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5. Complete the wizard screen, as prompted:

Version: Type the (product) version of the patch. This value can contain up to two sets of
numeric characters, separated by a single decimal (for example, 2004.23). However, it
cannot contain alphabetic characters.

Product: From the list, select EXTRA!.

Push Patch Out To Users’ Computers: When selected, the patch is applied when the
client application closes. The user will not be required to come to the Distribute page to
install the patch — it will be automatic.

Optional (User Can Refuse Patch): When selected, users can delay or refuse application
of the patch. This option is unavailable (dimmed) if Push Patch Out to Users’ Computers
is not selected.

Make Patch Available Only Via Products & Updates Page: When selected, the patch is
available only from the Products & Updates page, and users must retrieve the assigned
distribution from the MCS server.

6. Choose Next.

7. Enter a name for the patch (required) and a description, if desired, then choose Next.
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8. Confirm your selections, and choose Finish, or, to make changes, choose Back.
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Once configuration files have been uploaded to MCS, you can create a configuration package
and then assign users or groups to the configuration files or packages. Once a distribution has
been created for a patch, the administrator can assign users or groups to the distribution.
Within Distribution Manager, the administrator selects the distribution to be assigned and
then selects the distribution recipients from a list of authenticated MCS users.

1. In the MCS left pane, point to Products and then click EXTRA! X-treme.

The EXTRA! X-treme tree appears in the MCS left pane, and the list of published
configuration packages and files appears in the MCS right pane.

2. From the EXTRA! X-treme tree, choose Distribution Manager, then click to select the
distribution to which you want to assign users.
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3. Choose the Assign Users button.

This button is located in the row of buttons along the bottom of the window. The
Permissions dialog box appears showing the users and groups (if any) already assigned
to the configuration or distribution.

4. From the Permissions dialog box, choose the Add button.

The Add Users/Groups/Virtual Groups/Organizations dialog box appears showing the
users and groups available.
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Note: Patches can be deployed to multiple users with different installs, as long as it
is the same product being installed. The customization of the install through a
transform does not require a different patch.

5. From the list, select one or more users or groups that you want to receive this patch, and
then click Add.

6. Once all of the desired users have been added, choose OK.

7. Confirm the list of users, then choose OK.
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The users assigned to the patch are now displayed.
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When a patch is detected, the client can install it immediately by closing EXTRA! before
continuing. Otherwise, the patch typically applies the next time after EXTRA! has been closed
and re-started. However, the way in which users will receive a patch depends on the settings
you specified when you created the distribution for the patch (refer to “Distributing Patches,”
on page 95).

If you selected This occurs

Push Patch Out To Users’
Computers

The patch is applied when the client application closes.
Users will not be required to go to the Distribute page to
install the patch — it is automatic. When a patch is
detected, the following message box appears:

Users can install immediately by closing EXTRA!;
otherwise, the patch will typically apply the next time
EXTRA! is closed. Depending on how you configured the
patch, users will start EXTRA! X-treme, which will check
MCS for patches. MCS will then download the patches
and install them as soon as EXTRA! is closed (since
updates cannot be installed to files in use).

Optional (User Can Refuse
Patch)

Users can delay or refuse application of the patch — They
will be prompted to install the patch:

Make Patch Available Only via
Products & Updates Page

The patch is available only from the Products & Updates
page (http://servername:port/mcs/distribute), and users
must retrieve the assigned distribution from the MCS
server, just as they did an installation.
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You can use command-line options to deploy patches when EXTRA! is deployed from a File
Server or via Group Policies. When you apply patches to an Administrative Install point from
the command-line, you can append properties that change default values for options in the
installation.

Whether EXTRA! is deployed from a File Server or via Group Policies, to apply a patch to an
installed administrative image:

1. At the command prompt or the Start menu Run command, type:

msiexec /a pathadmin_install.msi /p patch_path/patch.msi

where path is the path to administrative image install MSI file, and patch_path is the path
to patch file.

2. If EXTRA! is deployed from a File Server, the patch is installed to the Administrative
Install point, then each user is required to repair his or her installation of EXTRA! using
the Control Panel to apply the patch.

- or -

If EXTRA! is deployed via Group Policies, the group policy is deployed again. (To re-
deploy the group policy, highlight the policy, right-click, and then choose Re-Deploy. The
installation will then be updated the next time the user logs in, or when the computer is
rebooted, depending on the type of deployment that was done.)

�
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Refer to the appropriate vendor documentation for information about installing patches.
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The Configuration Publisher window displays the EXTRA! configuration files present on
your local computer and on the Management and Control Services (MCS) server.

With Configuration Publisher, you can select, group, and upload EXTRA! configuration files
to the MCS server. You can also rename configuration files on your local computer and on the
MCS server.

To simplify deployment of files to EXTRA! users, you can combine related configuration files
(for example, a session file, a color scheme, and a keyboard map) into a configuration
package. When a package is assigned to a user, that user receives all the configuration files
the package contains.
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Following is a list of files that can be uploaded to MCS for synchronization with the EXTRA!
X-treme clients:

Filename or Extension ID

ebh EXTRA!BasicHeader

ebm EXTRA!BasicMacro

elf Layout Document

edp EXTRA! Display Session

epp EXTRA! Printer Session

xcp APPN Configuration File

mtr Session Monitor File

ftb AS/400 Batch file Transfer List File

nap NiteApps File

ctt Custom Translation Table

ehs Hot Spot Scheme

eil IND$FILE Transfer List

ekm Keyboard Map File

env NavigationAction File

esf Security File

etb Toolbar File

etl BatchTransferList File

qpr NavigationPath File

tem EXTRA! Session Template File

eqp QuickPads File

set Profs Print Settings

cmu EXTRA!MenuScheme File

hst EXTRA! History File

ead EXTRA! Autoexpand Dictionary File

his EXTRA! VT History File

eac EXTRA! Auto Complete File

continued next page...
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Files that can be uploaded to MCS for synchronization with EXTRA! X-treme clients (cont’d):

Filename or Extension ID

edt DECTransferScheme File

ede DECEditScheme File

eis IND$FILEScheme File

e3e 3270EditScheme File

e5e 5250EditScheme File

e5t 5250FileTransfer File

edc DECColorScheme File

e3c 3270ColorScheme File

e5c 5250ColorScheme File

Privacy.xml Privacy Filtering File

AutoExpandDictionary.ead AutoExpand Settings File

AutoCompleteDictionary.eac AutoComplete Settings File

Default.dic Default Custom Dictionary

��������	����������������	������������
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1. From the Attachmate EXTRA! X-treme program group in the Windows Start menu,

choose Configuration Publisher.

2. If you are asked to log on to the EXTRA! X-treme Centralized Management Server, do so.

The Configuration Publisher window opens.

3. If necessary, use the Browse button to locate the directory that contains the configuration
files you want to publish to MCS.

The Local Configuration Files list displays all configuration files found in the selected
directory and its subdirectories.

4. From the Local Configuration Files list, select the files you want to transfer.
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5. Choose how you want to publish your files to MCS:

To Do this

Group the files together and
publish them as a
configuration package

Click the New Package button, then from the Create
Configuration Package dialog box, type a name for the
package and click OK.

The new configuration package name appears with the
Configuration Files on MCS file tree, with its
configuration file listed beneath it.

Publish the files individually
(not as part of a configuration
package)

Click the Transfer button.

The selected configuration files will be published to
MCS from your computer, and appear with the
Configuration Files on MCS file tree.

6. (Optional) Choose Properties to display the properties of the file or package selected in
Configuration Files on MCS.

7. (Optional) Select Show All Configuration Files to display all of the configuration files
present on the MCS server at the highest level of the MCS file tree, whether published
individually or as part of a configuration package.
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Following is an example of a new package:
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The user name(s) used for EXTRA! administration must have permission, under MCS
Security, to manage distributions. At the very least, you will need to make sure that your
EXTRA! Administrator has been added to Manage Configurations.
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1. Start MCS, and then login as System or another user with Administrative privileges to
MCS Console.

2. In the MCS left pane, point to Services, and then click Security.

3. Under Security, click Rights Management.

4. From the Rights Management Page, choose EXTRA! X-treme.

Users and groups to whom the selected right has already been assigned are displayed
under Assigned Users/Groups.

5. Make sure that your EXTRA! Administrator has been added to Manage Configurations.
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1. Log into MCS with a userid that has Manage Configuration access, go to Products,
EXTRA! X-treme, Configuration Manager.

The packages that have been uploaded will automatically appear.

2. To view individual files that have been updated, select Show All Configuration Files.
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Individual files or packages can be assigned to users.

3. To add users, choose Add.

4. Select users or groups and choose Add.
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5. Once all the users and groups have been selected, choose OK.
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6. Confirm that these are the users you are assigning to these files/package and choose OK.

The package will then show “Yes” under the Assigned column.
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Note: To deploy sessions as presentations, EXTRA! X-treme must be installed on the
client, and Centralized Management must be configured. For more information, refer to
Phase III, Deployment.

You can create a default presentation based on a configured EXTRA! session, and then assign
that presentation to users, with just a few mouse clicks in MCS. With Presentation Integrator,
you can open that presentation and customize it to include your logo or other resources such
as Terminal Viewers. For more information about customizing and deploying presentations,
refer to “Additional Resources” on page 126.

You can embed your session in the browser window, or make it appear as a typical, stand-
alone session window operating entirely separate from the browser. If embedded, users can
toggle the Maximize button to expand the browser window, hiding the myAccess Links
frame while they work, then showing it again if they want to select another presentation.

When a user logs on to the myAccess Links page, his or her credentials are passed to the
EXTRA! session, so additional authentication is not required.
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Use the Configuration Publisher to upload configurations for synchronization.

1. To open Configuration Publisher, click the Start button, then from Programs, Attachmate
EXTRA! X-treme, choose Configuration Publisher.
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2. Browse to the location of the session documents to upload.
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3. Select Files to upload.

4. Select the Transfer option.

The files will be uploaded to MCS and appear on the right panel showing all
Configuration Files on MCS.
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5. Launch MCS, and go to Products, EXTRA! X-treme, Configuration Manager.

6. With the session highlighted, select New Presentation.

7. Complete the requested information as follows:

Enter Name: Type a name for this presentation. This will be displayed in the list of
presentations in Presentation Manager (where you assign presentations to users).

Enter Description: (Optional) Type a description for this presentation. This will be
displayed with the name in the list of presentations in Presentation Manager (where you
assign presentations to users).

Run in Separate Window: Select this check box to make the session open in a normal
EXTRA! window. The default behavior has the presentation display in the right frame of
the browser, and display the myAccess Links page in the left frame.

Note: If you select the Run in Separate Window check box, you will not be able to
customize the presentation with Presentation Integrator.
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8. Select OK when you are finished.

The following screen reminds you that although you have configured the presentation, it
will not be available to users until the presentation has been activated and assigned.

9. Select OK.

10. Go to Products, Presentation Manager, Select Manage Presentations.

11. With the presentation selected, choose Activate.
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The presentation will now be activated.

12. With the presentation selected, choose Assign Users.

13. Choose Add to add users.
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14. Select the users and/or groups you want to add, and then choose Add.

15. Choose OK.
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16. Confirm that the users/groups were added, and then choose OK.

The presentations are now ready to be accessed by users.
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• The user accesses these sessions by going to http://servername:port/mcs/pbclient.
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When the user clicks the presentation, the session is loaded in the rightmost pane.
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In addition to the set of configuration files published by the administrator, MCS maintains a
separate file area for each individual user. If a user makes changes to a configuration file on a
workstation, EXTRA! uploads the altered file to that user’s area on MCS when the user exits
EXTRA!.

If the configuration files are assigned to the user by the MCS administrator, MCS
automatically updates the files according to the following.

�������	
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When a user starts EXTRA!, he or she is prompted for a user ID and password to log on to
MCS. Once these are provided, MCS checks the timestamps of configuration files in the
following three areas, comparing identically-named files to determine which file was changed
most recently:

• the default directories for EXTRA! configuration files on the workstation

• the set of files in the administrator’s area on MCS

• the files stored in the individual user’s area on MCS
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If the most recent configuration file is
located This occurs

On the user’s workstation The file on the workstation is left “as is.”

In the individual user’s area on the
MCS server

That file is copied to the workstation, overwriting
the older file there.

In the administrator’s area on the
MCS server

The administrator’s version of the file is copied to
the workstation, overwriting the older file there.

In the individual user’s area on the
MCS server but not on the user’s
workstation

That file is copied to the workstation.

Note: When a new file is published to the MCS server and assigned to the user, it is
copied to the user’s workstation.
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When the user exits an EXTRA! session, the following applies:

• If an administrator updated a configuration file on the MCS server while the user’s
session was running, the updated file is copied to the workstation, overwriting the older
file there. If an identically-named file also exists in the user’s area on the MCS server, the
administrator’s version of the file also overwrites the file in the user’s area.

• If the option Copy Changes to Server is selected from Global Preferences (the default
setting), any user-modified configuration files are copied to the user’s area on the MCS
server.

As a result, the user always has the most current version of a configuration file, and in the
event that he or she moves to another workstation, the configuration files will be downloaded
and available on it.

Note: If the administrator changes a configuration file, the newly-changed file will
overwrite any user-modified copies of the file on the workstation and in the user’s area
on the MCS server. To prevent modifications from being overwritten, the user must
save the modified configuration file with a different filename.
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From the View Custom User Configurations page, you can view the users and groups
included in the MCS directory service, and any custom configuration files created or
modified and then uploaded to MCS.
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Click View Files to view any configuration files created or modified, then uploaded to MCS
by the selected user or group.
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The productivity pane in EXTRA! provides features (such as Auto Expand and Auto
Complete) which will reduce the amount of keystrokes end users must type to complete
tasks. MCS provides a counter that shows the total number of keystrokes, the number saved,
and calculates the percentage of keystrokes saved by these features.

Note: Keystroke savings are not counted for VT sessions.
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From the Keystroke Savings page, you can view the following information:

Number of Users Logged: The number of unique end user EXTRA! clients that have logged
in to MCS.

Total Keystrokes Saved: Keystrokes saved by the productivity features.

Total Keystrokes Logged: The number of keystrokes performed on the clients that have
logged in to MCS since the last reset.

Percentage of Overall Keystrokes: The percentage of keystrokes saved. For clients taking
advantage of the Auto Expand feature, this may even get over 100%.

Reset Counter: Click this button to reset all counters to zero. The date field will reset to the
current time and date when you click the button.

�������������
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The information in this document is intended to help you install and deploy EXTRA! X-treme
at your site. The following additional resources may also be useful to you in planning your
EXTRA! X-treme installation and deployment:

• Support Technical Notes and solutions at http://support.attachmate.com/

• The EXTRA! Product documentation and online Help

• MCS Product documentation and online Help
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Creates and opens an EXTRA! X-treme session.

Method BOOL ( )

Properties launchfile A string that names the session file that you want to
open. launchfile can be any of the following formats:
• SessionName.EDP

• Drive:\DirectoryName\SessionName.EDP

• http://ServerName/DirectoryName/SessionName.EDP

Required.

Scripting requires double back-slash
characters in strings such as:

C:\\Accounting\\SessionName.EDP

urlfileoverwrite Determines what occurs if launchfile is a URL
value and the file already exists on the client.

Value Description

yes Existing file will be overwritten.

no Existing file will not be overwritten.

prompt User will be prompted via a message box
whether or not to overwrite existing file
(default).

Optional.

userid A string containing a valid user ID for this session
configuration. Optional. Used only if client has
Centralized Management feature enabled.

password A write-only string containing the password for this
session configuration. Optional. Used only if client
has Centralized Management feature enabled.

mcsurl A string that names the URL for the MCS server to
check for the session configuration file. For
example:

• http://server/mcs

• http://server:8080/mcs

Optional. Used only if client has Centralized
Management feature enabled.

continued next page...
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Properties
(cont’d)

embedded A Boolean value indicating whether the session opens
embedded in a browser (TRUE), or in a standard EXTRA!
window (FALSE). Optional.

The default setting for this property is TRUE.

session Returns a pointer to the session object, which allows
programmatic access to the session object and all of its
sub-objects. Read-only.

onclose Determines what happens to the session when the Web
page that contains the ActiveX control closes (such as
moving to a different Web page, or closing the browser).
The behavior resulting from this property depends upon
whether the control is embedded. Choose from the
following.

If embedded is set to TRUE:

Value Description

close The session window will close when ActiveX
control is closed (whether the associated
browser moves to new page, or closes).

detach The session window is “detached” from the
browser and does not close. The session is
completely stand-alone.

cached The session window closes when the ActiveX
control closes, but the session itself remains
alive. If the session is requested again (via the
launch method), the session opens to the same
screen and state.

The session completely closes when the
browser with which it is associated closes
(default).

If embedded is set to FALSE:

Value Description

close The session window will close when the
associated browser closes.

detach The session window does not close when
browser closes. The session is completely
stand-alone (default).

cached Does not apply.
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By using the control’s session property and scripting, full access to the EXTRA! automation
interfaces is possible.

For example, if the control’s <OBJECT> name is launcher, the following JavaScript sets the
session’s connected state to false (disconnects the session):

launcher.session.Connected(false);

This script sends text to the screen:

scrn = launcher.session.Screen();

scrn.SendKeys("Hello<Enter>");

Note: When placing a link to single presentation on a Web page as described in
“Linking to an Assigned Presentation” on page A-9, the <OBJECT>’s name is
launcher. Thus, scripting is done the same way as shown above.
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In this section, the samples are divided into two categories of HTML examples, which
demonstrate how to use the ActiveX control directly, and how to link to an assigned
presentation.
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TEST.html

<HTML><HEAD><TITLE>Test Page</TITLE>

<SCRIPT LANGUAGE="JavaScript">
function launch()
{
launcher.launchfile="TN3270.EDP";
launcher.embedded=true;
launcher.onclose="close";

b=launcher.launch();
}
</SCRIPT>

</HEAD>

<BODY BGCOLOR="#0541a3" TEXT="#FFFFFF" onLoad="launch()">

<H1>EXTRA! X-treme Terminal</H1>
<BR>

<OBJECT ID="launcher" CLASSID="clsid:036E962F-9B09-43A1-9D3D-
DB619F3EA70C" HEIGHT="300" WIDTH="500"></OBJECT>

</BODY></HTML>
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TEST.html

<HTML><HEAD><TITLE>Test Page</TITLE>

<SCRIPT LANGUAGE="JavaScript">
function launch()
{
launcher.launchfile="http://accounting.Achme.com/sessions/TN3270.EDP";
launcher.embedded=true;
launcher.onclose="close";

b=launcher.launch();
}

function connect()
{
launcher.session.Connected(true);
}

function disconnect()
{
launcher.session.Connected(false);
}
</SCRIPT>

</HEAD>

<BODY BGCOLOR="#0541a3" TEXT="#FFFFFF" onLoad="launch()">

<H1>EXTRA! X-treme Terminal</H1>
<BR>

<OBJECT ID="launcher" CLASSID="clsid:036E962F-9B09-43A1-9D3D-
DB619F3EA70C" HEIGHT="300" WIDTH="500"></OBJECT>

<BR><BR>
<BUTTON NAME="Test" ONCLICK="connect()">Connect</BUTTON>
<BUTTON NAME="Test" ONCLICK="disconnect()">Disconnect</BUTTON>

</BODY></HTML>
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INDEX.html

<HTML><HEAD><TITLE>Test Page</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<FRAMESET COLS="300, *">
<FRAME NAME="left" SRC="left.html">
<FRAME NAME="right" SRC="right.html">
</FRAMESET>
<BODY>
</BODY>
</HTML>

left.html

<HTML><HEAD><TITLE>Test</TITLE>

<SCRIPT LANGUAGE="JavaScript">
function connectTop()
{
parent.right.righttop.launcher.session.Connected(true);
}
function disconnectTop()
{
parent.right.righttop.launcher.session.Connected(false);
}
function connectBottom()
{
parent.right.rightbottom.launcher.session.Connected(true);
}
function disconnectBottom()
{
parent.right.rightbottom.launcher.session.Connected(false);
}
</SCRIPT>

</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#0541a3" TEXT="#FFFFFF">

<H1>EXTRA! X-treme</H1>
<BR>

Top Session
<BR>
<BUTTON NAME="Test" ONCLICK="connectTop()">Connect</BUTTON>
<BUTTON NAME="Test" ONCLICK="disconnectTop()">Disconnect</BUTTON>
<BR><BR>
Bottom Session
<BR>
<BUTTON NAME="Test" ONCLICK="connectBottom()">Connect</BUTTON>
<BUTTON NAME="Test" ONCLICK="disconnectBottom()">Disconnect</BUTTON>

</BODY></HTML>
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right.html

<HTML><HEAD><TITLE>Test</TITLE>
</HEAD>

<FRAMESET ROWS="50%,*">

<FRAME NAME="righttop" SRC="topsession.html" FRAMEBORDER="NO"
MARGINHEIGHT="0" MARGINWIDTH="0" SCROLLING="NO">
<FRAME NAME="rightbottom" SRC="bottomsession.html" FRAMEBORDER="NO"
MARGINHEIGHT="0" MARGINWIDTH="0" SCROLLING="NO">

</FRAMESET>

<BODY>
</BODY></HTML>

topsession.html

<HTML><HEAD><TITLE>Test</TITLE>

<SCRIPT LANGUAGE="JavaScript">
function launch()
{
launcher.launchfile="Session1.EDP";
launcher.embedded=true;
launcher.onclose="close";

launcher.launch();
}
</SCRIPT>

</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#0541a3" onLoad="launch()">

<OBJECT ID="launcher" CLASSID="clsid:036E962F-9B09-43A1-9D3D-
DB619F3EA70C" HEIGHT="100%" WIDTH="100%"></OBJECT>

</BODY></HTML>

bottomsession.html

<HTML><HEAD><TITLE>Test</TITLE>

<SCRIPT LANGUAGE="JavaScript">
function launch()
{
launcher.launchfile="Session2.EDP";
launcher.embedded=true;
launcher.onclose="close";

launcher.launch();
}
</SCRIPT>

</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#0541a3" onLoad="launch()">

<OBJECT ID="launcher" CLASSID="clsid:036E962F-9B09-43A1-9D3D-
DB619F3EA70C" HEIGHT="100%" WIDTH="100%"></OBJECT>

</BODY></HTML>
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INDEX.html

<HTML><HEAD><TITLE>Test Page</TITLE>
</HEAD>

<FRAMESET COLS="300, *">
<FRAME NAME="left" SRC="left.html">
<FRAME NAME="right" SRC="right.html">
</FRAMESET>

<BODY>
</BODY>
</HTML>

left.html

<HTML><HEAD><TITLE>Test</TITLE>

<SCRIPT LANGUAGE="JavaScript">
function connect()
{
parent.right.sessionframe.launcher.session.Connected(true);
}
function disconnect()
{
parent.right.sessionframe.launcher.session.Connected(false);
}
</SCRIPT>

</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#0541a3" TEXT="#FFFFFF">

<H1>EXTRA! X-treme</H1>
<BR>

<BUTTON NAME="Test" ONCLICK="connect()">Connect</BUTTON>
<BUTTON NAME="Test" ONCLICK="disconnect()">Disconnect</BUTTON>

</BODY></HTML>

right.html

<HTML><HEAD><TITLE>Test</TITLE>
</HEAD>

<FRAMESET ROWS="100%">
<FRAME NAME="sessionframe"
SRC="http://server_name/mcs/uibroker?SERVICEID=AtmClientUIService&
METHODNAME=openChannel&ACTIONITEMS=en;Session1" FRAMEBORDER="NO"
MARGINHEIGHT="0" MARGINWIDTH="0" SCROLLING="NO">
</FRAMESET>

<BODY>
</BODY></HTML>
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blank.html

<HTML><HEAD><TITLE>Blank Page</TITLE>
</HEAD>
<BODY BGCOLOR="#0541a3">
</BODY>
</HTML>

�������������������)���������
To customize this feature for Centralized Management you would want to configure your
Web Server with the documents calling the sessions on the local desktop. The sessions being
called should be deployed and maintained (if using the MCS Centralized Management) for
reduction in the total cost of ownership.
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This Appendix describes three typical goals, and how you can achieve them using
EXTRA! X-treme.

• Security

• Deploying HLLAPI Environment

• Roaming Users
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To accomplish this goal, you will use MCS Deployment and Maintenance.

$������
Following are the main steps you will need to complete:

1. Gather and modify the session documents to deploy.

2. From one of these sessions, configure security.

3. Customize the installation.

4. Deploy the customized installation from MCS.

5. Configure packages to deploy.

Note: If this deployment is to Restricted Users, the Attachmate Installer Service will
need to be installed on all workstations receiving this deployment. For installation
instructions for this service, see the applicable sections in Phase III, Deployment.
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1. Launch a session, and from the Options menu, choose Security.

Note: The default scheme is called DEFAULT.ESF.

2. Select the Options tab.
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3. Under File Menu, clear the New Session, Save Session, and Save As commands.

4. Under Options Menu, clear the Global Preferences, Settings, and Security commands.

Note: Instead of clearing the Security command, you could set a password on the
Change Password screen, which would provide the Help Desk with a way of
modifying the security for troubleshooting purposes.

5. Select OK.

These changes will be saved to the DEFAULT.ESF file for the user you are logged in as.

����������%����������������

1. Copy the compressed MSI file from the CD to a working directory somewhere on your
computer or network. This file is contained in the MSI directory off the root of CD1.

2. Click Start, point to Programs, Attachmate EXTRA! X-treme, then choose Custom
Installation Wizard.
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3. On the Step 1 screen, select Next.
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4. Browse to the Installer package on your server, or CD, remembering to select the
compressed MSI copied earlier.

5. Click Next.

Note: There are two ways to deploy session files: through the MSI on install; or
through File Synchronization — when the user first launches EXTRA! the files will
be downloaded. Both solutions will be covered.

On the step 3 screen, you will also be creating a new MST file to store the modifications
made to the default to MSI’s database.

Once you open the installer package, you begin to customize the EXTRA! X-treme
installation.
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6. Complete the information on step 4 of 14 screen as follows, then choose Next.

Customer Information: This is the same information that is prompted for if a user runs
setup. This can be a filled in, or left blank. (This entry is not a requirement to meet this goal.)

Application installation: If you select Install Only for Me, only that user can see the Start
menu. However, all of the files will still be installed. If the user selects Install for All
Users, any user can see the product on the Start menu. (Changing this selection is not a
requirement to meet this goal.)

Access Code: Enter the access code that was given to you with the product. If no access
code is given, the user will be required to enter the code during installation if a UI is
available, or on first use if no UI is allowed during installation. (This  entry should be
completed so that the users are not required to do so, and so that you do not have to enter it on the
deployment screen in MCS.)

7. On step 5 of 14 and step 6 of 14 screens, choose Next. (No changes on these screens are
required to meet this goal. For more information on these screens, see Phase II, Customization,
starting on page 22).
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8. Complete the options on step 7 of 14 screen, Customize MCS Support, which relate to the
Attachmate Centralized Management through Management and Control Server (MCS)
for Product deployment and maintenance, as follows, then choose Next.

Enable Centralized Management: This option must be enabled to support File
Synchronization and AutoPatching, as discussed earlier in Phase IV, Maintenance. (Enable
this option to meet this goal.)

Require Product Activation on First Use: Select this option if you, as an administrator,
are attempting to track the number of users actually using the installed product. The
activation notice is sent back to MCS for tracking purposes.

Use Windows Login: When this option is selected, authentication to MCS will be done
via the user’s Windows logon rather than a configured username and password. This will
allow for fast configuration and no separate set of userids. This is ideal when using Active
Directory/LDAP or NTDS directory services that already contain windows logons. (You
could enable this option to meet this goal, if networking requirements will allow it.)

Note: To use the Windows Login feature, MCS Authentication must be set to
Username Only as shown in the following illustration:
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Copy Changes to Server: When this option is selected, the user will automatically upload
all updated user files to the MCS server userdata area when EXTRA! is closed. This is
ideal when using roaming users — their profiles will always be available. It is also a place
where all user data can be backed up at one time. (Clear this option to meet this particular
goal, as the users will not be allowed to modify their sessions.)

MCS Server URL: The URL to which the users will connect to for access to MCS. The
address should be in the form of http://[Server][Port]/mcs; for example
http://myserver:8086/mcs. (This entry is a requirement to meet this goal.)

Install XML files: When selected, the Microsoft XML Parser (MSXML) 3.0 is installed and
registered. This is required to communicate to MCS. When cleared, the Custom
Installation wizard will not allow you to enable Centralized Management. (No change to
this entry is required to meet this goal.)

9. On step 8 of 14 and step 9 of 14 screens, choose Next. (No changes on these screens are
required to meet this goal. For more information on these screens, see Phase II, Customization,
starting on page 27).
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10. On step 10 of 14 screen, Add Files and their Shortcuts, to add custom sessions and
shortcuts, and the security file that you created earlier to meet this goal, choose Add.

The Add Files to Installation dialog box appears:

11. Complete the dialog box as follows:

Name: Add the exact path and name of the file you wish to add, or browse to its location.

Version: If you are versioning your files, a version number may be added, but it is not
required.

Host: You have options of using IBM Mainframe, AS400, VMS/VAX, UNIX and None.

Language: Declare the language in which the file was created.
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This is a Template File: Select for session documents that are being uploaded as a
template files (their names are 3270.edp, 5250.edp and Async.edp). These files are the
templates of all new sessions for that specific host type. If a required setting that is only
available via a setting in the .edp file and not configurable through the user interface, it
could be entered into the template so that all new sessions would take on that setting by
default.

Get Component: Choose to get the correct Component if a file name is entered without
browsing.

Add to Image: This button will copy these files from the browsed or entered location to
the Administrative image that is indicated. (This option is not a requirement to meet this
goal.)

Shortcut name: Enter a name for the shortcut you are creating.

Location: Select the location in which you would like the shortcut to reside. The choices
are Desktop Folder, Program Menu Folder, Start Menu Folder or Attachmate Menu
Folder.

Description: (Optional) Enter a description of the shortcut. This will display when the
mouse is moved over the shortcut.

12. On step 11 of 14, choose Next. (No changes on this screen are required to meet this goal. For
more information on this screen, see page 38 in Phase II, Customization).

13. On step 12 of 14 screen, Customize General Global Preferences, complete the settings as
follows, then choose Next.
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On Close Session

Auto-save Session Settings: Automatically saves the session on close. There is no prompt for the
user.

Prompt for Session Saves: Prompts the user to save settings and saves only if the user
selects “Yes.”

Do not Prompt for Auto Save Sessions: The session is not be saved unless the user
initiates a save from the toolbar, or menu options. When the session closes, it is not be
saved, and the user is not prompted. This setting is ideal if you do not want your users
saving session changes. (Select this option to meet this particular goal.)

Show Open Session Dialog at Startup: This box is cleared by default and when selected
produces this screen when launching EXTRA!:

If this box is cleared, the Open Session dialog box will be shown, and the user will have
no way to create a new session on startup or to open an existing layout from startup.
(Clear this option to meet this particular goal.)

14. On step 13 of 14, choose Next. (No changes on this screen are required to meet this goal. For
more information on this screen, see page 41 in Phase II, Customization).
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15. On step 14 of 14, Save your customization, enter the following information, then choose
Finish.

Name and Path of New Compressed MSI File to Create: If you have added files to the
installation, the database must reflect those changes (stored in a Transform file) and the
files themselves must also be added to the installation image. If you are using a
compressed MSI file, that is the image to which those files will be added. A new file name
must be entered, so that the default installation media does not change.

Click Finish to Save your Changes To: This is the name of the transform that you
entered on Screen 2 of 14. You just need to confirm the file name. (When you click Finish,
the database changes will be stored to this transform.)

Notes

• You will need to access the new compressed MSI file, if created, and the custom transform, to
deploy the customized installation.

• When adding files and saving a new compressed MSI, it will take several minutes to
create the new MSI file. Please be patient.
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Note: Prior to deployment, make sure that the administrative login used for
Distributions and Configurations has the correct rights in MCS Rights Management.
For more information, see “MCS Deployment,” in Phase III earlier in this guide.

1. Click Start, point to Programs, Attachmate EXTRA! X-treme, then choose Distribution
Publisher.

You will be challenged for your MCS Server URL and a username and password.

2. Enter your username and password.

Once authenticated, Distribution Publisher is opened:

3. To upload the distribution created earlier in this section, choose Browse, go to the
directory in which your files are located, and then highlight both the MSI and MST file.
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4. Choose Add.
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5. Repeat as many times as necessary to add all of your files. More than one file can be
highlighted at one time.

At this time, the file to be added will be moved to the Files to Publish to MCS box.

Notes:

• The Sign Files box is selected by default.

• Because a sgn file has the same name as the associated file with which it is
uploaded, make sure that the msi files, mst (transform files), and patches
uploaded to be used together do not have the same name.

For example, if you are uploading a new msi and transform for your sales
department, it might be best to name them salesmsi.msi and salesmst.mst. That
way, the sgn files will be associated correctly, and will not overwrite one
another.

6. Once all of your files have been added, select Publish.

The files will begin to upload.

By default the files will upload to a directory created with the same name as your
customized MSI. The MST files are uploaded to the same directory. If an MST file(s) is
chosen without an MSI, you will be prompted for the package with which the MST
should be included:

Your packages have now been uploaded to the MCS server for deployment.
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1. Go to the Management and Control Server, select Products, EXTRA! X-treme,
Distribution Manager.

2. To create a new distribution, select New Distribution at the top of this page.

3. For the type of distribution, select Product Installation, and then choose Next.
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At the following screen, you should see the MSI file you uploaded in the previous steps.
When that file is highlighted, you should see the transforms associated with that file, as
illustrated below:

4. Select the Transform you created to use for this distribution, and then choose Next.
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5. Enter the requested information.

Product ID of the Installation File: Enter the EXTRA! X-treme Base Pack GUID of
8C268131-98C2-4D12-8F10-5A8C33517372.

Version Number: If you would like to version your distribution, you may enter a version
number here — this is not a required field. This value can contain up to two sets of
numeric characters, separated by a single decimal (for example, 2002.43). It cannot
contain alphabetic characters.

Access Code: You will not need to enter an access code, since this was included in the
Transform created during installation customization earlier.

Advanced: Select Advanced to add command-line options. In this deployment, it is
recommended that you add /i /qb to the command line to perform a silent install
which will prevent users from making modifications to the installation.

6. Choose Next.
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7. Complete the fields on the following screen, and choose Next.

Enter a Name for this Distribution Below: Enter a name to help you, as the
administrator, know what this distribution contains, and maybe even for whom it is
intended to be used.

Description: Type a short description of the distribution. Although you can use an
unlimited number of characters for the description, you will likely want to keep it brief —
the information from the description appears on the Products & Updates page, where the
width of the columns automatically adjust according to the length of the text provided.
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8. Confirm your settings. Press Back, if required, to make changes; otherwise choose Finish.
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Your new distribution should now show on the distributions page:

Note: Before proceeding with the following steps, you must first have set up your
users on MCS. For further information on how to configure Directory Services,
refer to the MCS documentation.

9. With the distribution highlighted choose Assign Users.

10. Choose Add.

This will not show users by default — only groups.
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11. Select show users, then select the individual users to whom you would like to deploy this
distribution.

You can also deploy to a virtual group of users, assuming one is created. If you need
more information on creating virtual groups in MCS, see the MCS documentation.

12. Once users and/or groups have been selected, choose OK to continue:
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13. Confirm the users listed and select OK to continue, or Add to add more users.

Your assigned users for that distribution changes to “Yes,” and the distribution is now
ready for the users.
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1. From the users Machine, launch a browser and connect to

http://servername:port/distribute to get to the distribution page:

At this time, all the distributions assigned to this user will be available. The version
number, if you entered one, will be displayed, along with the installation status.

Note: The installation status is dependent on the Product code entered for the
Distribution. If this code was not entered correctly, then the status will not be correct.
Distributions of Executables will always have an install status of Unknown since
executables do not have Product codes associated with them. The action selection
should change based on the current installation status. It should show either Install or
Change/Remove.

2. The user now selects Install:

This confirms the download and gives you the size of the file about to be downloaded.
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3. Select Yes.

The file will begin to download.

The installation will then begin as if you had installed via CD, but because we set this
installation to install silently, a progress bar is all the user will see.

Next, a progress bar displays, and the installation is shown as complete.

On the Distribution page, once an installation has been completed, it will look similar to
this:

It is important that this is how your users change the installation or remove the
installation instead of going to the control panel.

Note: Restricted users are not allowed to uninstall via the Control Panel.

All installations, changes and removals are recorded in the MCS event log.
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1. Click Start, point to Programs, Attachmate EXTRA! X-treme, then choose Configuration
Publisher.

2. With one of your files highlighted, choose Create a New Package.

3. Name the package that will contain your updated session file and/or security file for this
deployment, and then choose OK.
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4. Highlight the second file, and with the package name highlighted, choose Transfer.

Note: The second file will be added to the same package.

This package is now ready for deployment from MCS.

5. Start MCS, and go to Products, EXTRA! X-treme, Configuration Manager.
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6. Select Show All Configuration Files, and observe that the package was recently uploaded,
and that the individual files that have been uploaded are now displayed.

7. With your package highlighted choose Assign Users.
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8. To add users, choose Add.

9. Select users or groups and choose Add.

10. Once you have finished adding all users and groups, choose OK.
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11. Confirm that these are the users you are assigning to these files/package and choose OK.

Now when your users launch EXTRA! they will automatically synchronize with MCS
and if new files are available, they will be downloaded to the users assigned to this
package.
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To accomplish this goal, you will use MCS Deployment and Maintenance.

$������
Following are the main steps you will need to complete:

1. Gather and modify the session documents to deploy.

2. Customize the installation.

3. Deploy the customized installation from MCS.

4. Configure packages to deploy.

Note: If this deployment is to Restricted Users, the Attachmate Installer Service will
need to be installed on all workstations receiving this deployment. For installation
instructions for this service, see the applicable sections in Phase III, Deployment.
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1. Copy the compressed MSI file from the CD to a working directory somewhere on your
computer or network. This file is contained in the MSI directory off the root of CD1.

2. Click Start, point to Programs, Attachmate EXTRA! X-treme, then choose Custom
Installation Wizard.
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3. On the Step 1 screen, select Next.
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4. Browse to the Installer package on your server, or CD, remembering to select the
compressed MSI copied earlier.

5. Click Next.

Note: There are two ways to deploy session files: through the MSI on install; or
through File Synchronization — when the user first launches EXTRA! the files will
be downloaded. Both solutions will be covered.

On the step 3 screen, you will also be creating a new MST file to store the modifications
made to the default to MSI’s database.

Once you open the installer package, you begin to customize the EXTRA! X-treme
installation.
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6. Complete the information on step 4 of 14 screen as follows, then choose Next.

Customer Information: This is the same information that is prompted for if a user runs
setup. This can be a filled in, or left blank. (This entry is not a requirement to meet this goal.)

Application installation: If you select Install Only for Me, only that user can see the Start
menu. However, all of the files will still be installed. If the user selects Install for All
Users, any user can see the product on the Start menu. (Changing this selection is not a
requirement to meet this goal.)

Access Code: Enter the access code that was given to you with the product. If no access
code is given, the user will be required to enter the code during installation if a UI is
available, or on first use if no UI is allowed during installation. (This  entry should be
completed so that the users are not required to do so, and so that you do not have to enter it on the
deployment screen in MCS.)

7. On step 5 of 14 and step 6 of 14 screens, choose Next. (No changes on these screens are
required to meet this goal. For more information on these screens, see Phase II, Customization,
starting on page 22).

8. Although the options on step 7 of 14 screen, Customize MCS Support, which relate to the
Attachmate Centralized Management through Management and Control Server (MCS)
for Product deployment and maintenance, will only need to be modified if these sessions
will require modifications at a later date, it is highly recommended that you set the
following options as follows, and then choose Next.
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Enable Centralized Management: This option must be enabled to support File
Synchronization and AutoPatching, as discussed earlier in Phase IV, Maintenance. (This
option should be enabled to meet this goal.)

Require Product Activation on First Use: Select this option if you, as an administrator,
are attempting to track the number of users actually using the installed product. The
activation notice is sent back to MCS for tracking purposes.

Use Windows Login: When this option is selected, authentication to MCS will be done
via the user’s Windows logon rather than a configured username and password. This will
allow for fast configuration and no separate set of userids. This is ideal when using Active
Directory/LDAP or NTDS directory services that already contain windows logons. (You
could enable this option to meet this goal, if networking requirements will allow it.)

Note: To use the Windows Login feature, MCS Authentication must be set to
Username Only as shown in the following illustration:
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Copy Changes to Server: When this option is selected, the user will automatically upload
all updated user files to the MCS server userdata area when EXTRA! is closed. This is
ideal when using roaming users — their profiles will always be available. It is also a place
where all user data can be backed up at one time. (No change to this entry is required to meet
this goal.)

MCS Server URL: The URL to which the users will connect to for access to MCS. The
address should be in the form of http://[Server][Port]/mcs; for example
http://myserver:8086/mcs. (This entry is a requirement to meet this goal.)

Install XML files: When selected, the Microsoft XML Parser (MSXML) 3.0 is installed and
registered. This is required to communicate to MCS. When cleared, the Custom
Installation wizard will not allow you to enable Centralized Management. (No change to
this entry is required to meet this goal.)

9. On step 8 of 14 and step 9 of 14 screens, choose Next. (No changes on these screens are
required to meet this goal. For more information on these screens, see Phase II, Customization,
starting on page 27).

10. On step 10 of 14 screen, Add Files and their Shortcuts, to add custom sessions and
shortcuts, to meet this goal, choose Add.
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The Add Files to Installation dialog box appears:

11. Complete the dialog box as follows:

Name: Add the exact path and name of the file you wish to add, or browse to its location.

Version: If you are versioning your files, a version number may be added, but it is not
required.

Host: You have options of using IBM Mainframe, AS400, VMS/VAX, UNIX and None.

Language: Declare the language in which the file was created.
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This is a Template File: Select for session documents that are being uploaded as a
template files (their names are 3270.edp, 5250.edp and Async.edp). These files are the
templates of all new sessions for that specific host type. If a required setting that is only
available via a setting in the .edp file and not configurable through the user interface, it
could be entered into the template so that all new sessions would take on that setting by
default. (This option is not required because no new sessions will be created.)

Get Component: Choose to get the correct Component if a file name is entered without
browsing.

Add to Image: This button will copy these files from the browsed or entered location to
the Administrative image that is indicated. (This option is not a requirement to meet this
goal.)

Shortcut name: Enter a name for the shortcut you are creating.

Location: Select the location in which you would like the shortcut to reside. The choices
are Desktop Folder, Program Menu Folder, Start Menu Folder or Attachmate Menu
Folder.

Description: (Optional) Enter a description of the shortcut. This will display when the
mouse is moved over the shortcut.

12. On step 11 of 14 and step 12 of 14 screens, choose Next. (No changes on these screens are
required to meet this goal. For more information on these screens, see Phase II, Customization,
starting on page 38).

13. On step 13 of 14 screen, Customize Advanced Global Preferences, complete the
information as follows:
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HLLAPI

Shortname Association: This setting determines the sharing of HLLAPI Shortnames.
They are either set to Shared Among all Users, and stored in the HKey_Local_Machine
portion of the registry, or they are set to Unique to Each User, and stored in
HKey_Current_User. If set to Shared, all users will have the HLLAPI Shortname set to the
same name in the same directory path. The default is Unique to Each User. (This selection
is required to meet this goal.)

Transport Type: These Settings determine which Transport type will be used. Choices are
Standard or Enhanced. The default is Enhanced.

Associate Sessions to Shortnames: Selecting this option opens the following screen:

Short Name: This is the letter of the short name in which your HLLAPI application
will use to connect to this session. There are 26 choices, A through Z. (This selection is
required to meet this goal.)

Session Name: You may either enter an exact path to the session document, or browse
to the path. (This selection is required to meet this goal.)

Host Type: Enter the Host type this session connects to, the choices are IBM
Mainframe (3270), IBM AS400 (5250) or VAX/VMS, UNIX, and if choosing
VAX/VMX, UNIX you can also choose a subtype of Wyse. (This selection is required to
meet this goal.)

Screen Size: Enter the screen size this session will use. This is dependent on the Host
type chosen above. The choices for IBM Mainframe are 24x80, 32x80, 43X80 or 27x132.
The choices for IBM AS400 are 24x80 and 27x132. The choices for VAX/VMS, UNIX
are 24x80, 25x80,36x80, 48x80, 72x80, 144x80, 72x132 and 144x132. (This selection is
required to meet this goal.)

Use the Add and Delete buttons to add the HLLAPI shortnames to the installation, or
Delete to remove one entered in error.

Choose OK or Cancel, and continue with 13 of 14, Customize Advanced Global
Preferences, in the Custom Installation wizard.
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Language: Select the language you wish to have as the default language of your session
documents. The choices are English, French, German, Portuguese, Italian, Spanish. (This
selection is not required to meet this goal.)

Note: The language that appears is dependent upon the selection you made in the
Custom Installation wizard on screen 6 of 14, Customize Features, under
“Language Options.”

Keyboard Type: Select the keyboard type that you want to use when running EXTRA!
The choices are Standard101 key or Microsoft Natural Keyboard, Standard102 Keyboard,
PC/AT Keyboard (84key), Cherry 110 Keyboard, and Digital LK450 Keyboard (108 key).
(This selection is not required to meet this goal.)

14. On step 14 of 14 screen, Save your customization, enter the following information, then
choose Finish.

Name and Path of New Compressed MSI File to Create: If you have added files to the
installation, the database must reflect those changes (stored in a Transform file) and the
files themselves must also be added to the installation image. If you are using a
compressed MSI file, that is the image to which those files will be added. A new file name
must be entered, so that the default installation media does not change.
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Click Finish to Save your Changes To: This is the name of the transform that you
entered on Screen 2 of 14. You just need to confirm the file name. (When you click Finish,
the database changes will be stored to this transform.)

Notes:

• You will need to access the new compressed MSI file, if created, and the custom
transform, to deploy the customized installation.

• When adding files and saving a new compressed MSI, it will take several
minutes to create the new MSI file. Please be patient.
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Note: Prior to deployment, make sure that the administrative login used for
Distributions and Configurations has the correct rights in MCS Rights Management.
For more information, see “MCS Deployment,” in Phase III earlier in this guide.

1. Click Start, point to Programs, Attachmate EXTRA! X-treme, then choose Distribution
Publisher.

You will be challenged for your MCS Server URL and a username and password.

2. Enter your username and password.

Once authenticated, Distribution Publisher is opened:
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3. To upload the distribution created earlier in this section, choose Browse, go to the
directory in which your files are located, and then highlight both the MSI and MST file.
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4. Choose Add.

5. Repeat as many times as necessary to add all of your files. More than one file can be
highlighted at one time.

At this time, the file to be added will be moved to the Files to Publish to MCS box.

Notes:

• The Sign Files box is selected by default.

• Because a sgn file has the same name as the associated file with which it is
uploaded, make sure that the msi files, mst (transform files), and patches
uploaded to be used together do not have the same name.

For example, if you are uploading a new msi and transform for your sales
department, it might be best to name them salesmsi.msi and salesmst.mst. That
way, the sgn files will be associated correctly, and will not overwrite one
another.
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6. Once all of your files have been added, select Publish.

The files will begin to upload.

By default the files will upload to a directory created with the same name as your
customized MSI. The MST files are uploaded to the same directory. If an MST file(s) is
chosen without an MSI, you will be prompted for the package with which the MST
should be included:

Your packages have now been uploaded to the MCS server for deployment.
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1. Go to the Management and Control Server, select Products, EXTRA! X-treme,
Distribution Manager.

2. To create a new distribution, select New Distribution at the top of this page.

3. For the type of distribution, select Product Installation, and then choose Next.
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At the following screen, you should see the MSI file you uploaded in the previous steps.
When that file is highlighted, you should see the transforms associated with that file, as
illustrated below:

4. Select the Transform you created to use for this distribution, and then choose Next.
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5. Enter the requested information.

Product ID of the Installation File: Enter the EXTRA! X-treme Base Pack GUID of
8C268131-98C2-4D12-8F10-5A8C33517372.

Version Number: If you would like to version your distribution, you may enter a version
number here — this is not a required field. This value can contain up to two sets of
numeric characters, separated by a single decimal (for example, 2002.43). It cannot
contain alphabetic characters.

Access Code: You will not need to enter an access code, since this was included in the
Transform created during installation customization earlier.

Advanced: Select Advanced to add command-line options. In this deployment, it is
recommended that you add /i /qb to the command line to perform a silent install
which will prevent users from making modifications to the installation.

6. Choose Next.
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7. Complete the fields on the following screen, and choose Next.

Enter a Name for this Distribution Below: Enter a name to help you, as the
administrator, know what this distribution contains, and maybe even for whom it is
intended to be used.

Description: Type a short description of the distribution. Although you can use an
unlimited number of characters for the description, you will likely want to keep it brief —
the information from the description appears on the Products & Updates page, where the
width of the columns automatically adjust according to the length of the text provided.
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8. Confirm your settings. Press Back, if required, to make changes; otherwise choose Finish.
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Your new distribution should now show on the distributions page:

Note: Before proceeding with the following steps, you must first have set up your
users on MCS. For further information on how to configure Directory Services,
refer to the MCS documentation.

9. With the distribution highlighted choose Assign Users.

10. Choose Add.

This will not show users by default — only groups.
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11. Select show users, then select the individual users to whom you would like to deploy this
distribution.

You can also deploy to a virtual group of users, assuming one is created. If you need
more information on creating virtual groups in MCS, see the MCS documentation.
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12. Once users and/or groups have been selected, choose OK to continue:

13. Confirm the users listed and select OK to continue, or Add to add more users.

Your assigned users for that distribution changes to “Yes,” and the distribution is now
ready for the users.
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1. From the users Machine, launch a browser and connect to

http://servername:port/distribute to get to the distribution page:

At this time, all the distributions assigned to this user will be available. The version
number, if you entered one, will be displayed, along with the installation status.

Note: The installation status is dependent on the Product code entered for the
Distribution. If this code was not entered correctly, then the status will not be
correct. Distributions of Executables will always have an install status of Unknown
since executables do not have Product codes associated with them. The action
selection should change based on the current installation status. It should show
either Install or Change/Remove.

2. The user now selects Install:

This confirms the download and gives you the size of the file about to be downloaded.
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3. Select Yes.

The file will begin to download.

The installation will then begin as if you had installed via CD, but because we set this
installation to install silently, a progress bar is all the user will see.

Next, a progress bar displays, after which the installation is shown as complete.

On the Distribution page, once an installation has been completed, it will look similar to
this:
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It is important that this is how your users change the installation or remove the
installation instead of going to the control panel.

Note: Restricted users are not allowed to uninstall via the Control Panel.

All installations, changes and removals are recorded in the MCS event log.
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A new feature in the EXTRA! X-treme Centralized Management capabilities is the ability to
deploy an executable file. There are many reasons one may want to do this: deploying
applications that come packaged in a single executable, deploying a scripted utility, or
deploying a command–line-type batch file.
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1. Start with Distribution Publisher, logging in as a user with Distribution Manager rights.

2. Select the executable and choose Add.
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3. When the file(s) has moved to the File to Publish to MCS box, make sure that the Sign
Files Before Publishing opion is selected, then choose Publish.

The file will be uploaded to MCS.
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1. Login to MCS as a user with Distribution Manager rights, select Products, EXTRA! X-
treme, Distribution Manager, and then choose New Distribution.

2. Select Executable, then choose Next.
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All available executables will display in the Add Files box.

3. Choose the executable you want to deploy and then choose Next.

4. Enter a version number, if applicable (this is not a required field), and choose Advanced
if you would like to add command-line parameters to the executable, then choose Next.
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5. Enter a name by which you would like to refer to this distribution (this field is required),
and a description of the execution, if applicable (not a required field).

6. Confirm the information entered, or select Back to make changes, then select Finish.

The executable will now show on the Available Distributions page.
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You must now assign users. This is done the same way as it was under “Deploying
Installations,” — the file will be available to your users as soon as it is assigned.

The user will receive a screen much like this:
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When a user chooses Run, it will display the following download message:
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1. Click Start, point to Programs, Attachmate EXTRA! X-treme, then choose Configuration
Publisher.

2. With one of your files highlighted, choose Create a New Package.
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3. Name the package that will contain your updated session file and/or security file for this
deployment, and then choose OK.

4. Highlight the second file, and with the package name highlighted, choose Transfer.

This package is now ready for deployment from MCS.

5. Start MCS, and go to Products, EXTRA! X-treme, Configuration Manager.
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6. Select Show All Configuration Files, and observe that the package was recently uploaded,
and that the individual files that have been uploaded are now displayed.

7. With your package highlighted choose Assign Users.
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8. To add users, choose Add.

9. Select users or groups and choose Add.

10. Once you have finished adding all users and groups, choose OK.
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11. Confirm that these are the users you are assigning to these files/package and choose OK.

Now when your users launch EXTRA! they will automatically synchronize with MCS and
if new files are available, they will be downloaded to the users assigned to this package.
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Each of my users has a roaming profile and uses H: drive as his or her home directory (they
have not redirected my documents).
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H:\%username%\Extra

%�����
To accomplish this goal, you will modify the installation with the Custom Installation wizard.

Note: This scenario assumes that H:\ is available with write access to all users affected
by this installation.
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1. Copy the compressed MSI file from the CD to a working directory somewhere on your
computer or network. This file is contained in the MSI directory off the root of CD1.

2. Click Start, point to Programs, Attachmate EXTRA! X-treme, then choose Custom
Installation Wizard.
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3. On the Step 1 screen, select Next.
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4. Browse to the Installer package on your server, or, if you are modifying an installation
that was installed from an Administrative install point, browse to that MSI file.

5. Click Next.

On the step 3 screen, you will also be creating a new MST file to store the modifications
made to the default to MSI’s database.

Once you open the installer package, you begin to customize the EXTRA! X-treme
installation.

6. Complete the information on step 4 of 14 screen as follows, then choose Next.
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Customer Information: This is the same information that is prompted for if a user runs
setup. This can be a filled in, or left blank. (This entry is not a requirement to meet this goal.)

Application installation: If you select Install Only for Me, only that user can see the Start
menu. However, all of the files will still be installed. If the user selects Install for All
Users, any user can see the product on the Start menu. (Changing this selection is not a
requirement to meet this goal.)

Access Code: Enter the access code that was given to you with the product. If no access
code is given, the user will be required to enter the code during installation if a UI is
available, or on first use if no UI is allowed during installation. (This  entry should be
completed so that the users are not required to do so, and so that you do not have to enter it on the
deployment screen in MCS.)

7. Complete the information as follows on the step 5 of 14 screen, then choose Next.
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Destination Folder
Use Default: Installs the application files to C:\Program Files\Attachmate\EXTRA!.

Specify Folder: Allows you to enter a custom directory location to install the application
files.

User Data Location
My Documents Directory: Installs the user data files (sessions, macros, schemes, and so
on) to c:\Documents and Settings\userid\My Documents\Attachmate\EXTRA!.

Application Directory: Installs the user data files (sessions, macros, schemes, and so on)
to the same directory chosen in the Destination folder selection.

All Users\Documents Directory: Installs the user data files (sessions, macros, schemes,
and so on) to c:\Documents and Settings\AllUsers\Documents\Attachmate\EXTRA!.

User Defined Directory: Installs the user data files (sessions, macros, schemes, and so on)
to the directory entered. (For this goal, select User Defined Directory for both XP/200 and for
all other operating systems, if applicable, and set the User Defined Directory to
H:\USERID\EXTRA.)

Notes:

• If you are performing a per user installation and you choose this selection, a
variable of USERID (case-sensitive) can be to create a directory where this
variable is replaced with the user’s login. For example enter
H:\Extra!share\USERID, and the userdata will be stored in
H:\Extra!share\JohnDoe.

• The All Users selection is not available for other Operating Systems since this
directory structure does not exist.
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8. On step 6 of 14 through step 13 of 14, choose Next. (No changes on these screens are required
to meet this goal. For more information on these screens, see Phase II, Customization, starting on
page 22).

9. On step 14 of 14, Save your Customization, enter the following information, then choose
Finish.

Name and Path of New Compressed MSI File to Create: If you have added files to the
installation, the database must reflect those changes (stored in a Transform file) and the
files themselves must also be added to the installation image. If you are using a
compressed MSI file, that is the image to which those files will be added. A new file name
must be entered, so that the default installation media does not change.

Click Finish to Save your Changes To: This is the name of the transform that you
entered on Screen 2 of 14. You just need to confirm the file name. (When you click Finish,
the database changes will be stored to this transform.)

You may now use this transform to change the userdata from the default location to
H:\%username%Extra (assuming that H:\ is available with write access to all users
affected by this installation.
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